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20% OFF HIGHLIGHTS
(1-30)

(RRP) (SCHOOL)

1. All the Ways to Be Smart (Davina Bell and Allison Colpoys) 

$24.99 $19.99

2. Bonnie and Ben Rhyme Again (Mem Fox and Judy Horacek) 

$19.99 $15.99
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Smart is not just ticks and crosses, smart is building boats from boxes. Painting patterns, wheeling
wagons, being mermaids, riding dragons . . .From the award-winning creators of The Underwater
Fancy-dress Parade and Under the Love Umbrella comes this joyful ode to all the unique and
wonderful qualities that make children who they are.
A companion to Good Night, Sleep Tight! Join Bonnie and Ben as they rhyme their way through the
day...until a twinkle, twinkle, little star calls them home. From Mem Fox and Judy Horacek, the team
behind best-selling classics including Ducks Away, This and That and Where is the Green Sheep?

3. D
 iary of a Wimpy Kid #13: Diary Of A Wimpy Kid: Meltdown
(Jeff Kinney) 

Page 1

$14.99 $11.99ea

When snow shuts down Greg Heffley’s middle school, his neighbourhood transforms into a wintry
battlefield. Rival groups fight over territory, build massive snow forts, and stage epic snowball fights.
And in the crosshairs are Greg and his trusty best friend, Rowley Jefferson. It’s a fight for survival as
Greg and Rowley navigate alliances, betrayals, and warring gangs in a neighbourhood meltdown.
When the snow clears, will Greg and Rowley emerge as heroes?
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Kid #1
Kid: Rodrick Rules #2
Kid: Last Straw #3
Kid: Dog Days #4
Kid: Ugly Truth #5
Kid: Cabin Fever #6

10. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Third Wheel #7
11. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Hard Luck #8
12. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Long Haul #9
13. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Old School #10
14. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Double Down #11
15. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Getaway #12

16. Fairytales for Feisty Girls (Susannah McFarlane) 

$24.99 $19.99

Feisty: typically describes one who is relatively small, lively, determined and courageous. Girls can
rescue themselves - just watch Rapunzel, Little Red Riding Hood, Cinderella and Thumbelina create
their own happily ever afters in this beautiful and emboldening bedtime book. A glorious treasury for
young girls - and boys - featuring artwork from four leading Australian illustrators: Beth Norling, Claire
Robertson, Lucinda Gifford and Sher Rill Ng.

17. N
 evermoor #2: Wundersmith: Calling Of Morrigan Crow, The
(Jessica Townsend)

$16.99 $13.59

18. Nevermoor: Trials of Morrigan Crow #1 

$16.99 $13.59

Return to the magical world of Nevermoor! Crow, the girl who was cursed to die on Eventide, has escaped
her deadly fate and found a new home in the fantastical city of Nevermoor. She has also discovered that
she has a strange and magical ability: she is a Wundersmith, one of the very few who can summon and
control the mysterious energy behind the city’s magic. But is being a Wundersmith a blessing, or another
curse? Now that Morrigan and her best friend Hawthorne are proud scholars in the elite Wundrous
Society, she is sure that she’s found a place to belong at last, but life is far from perfect. Can Morrigan
prove that she deserves to be in the Society - or will an unexpected new enemy ruin her new life?

19. Noni the Pony Rescues a Joey (Alison Lester) 

21. Noni the Pony Goes to the Beach

22. Tales of Beedle the Bard, The (JK Rowling and Chris Riddell)  $45.00 $36.00

The brilliant Chris Riddell brings his magical illustration talents to J.K. Rowling’s gloriously inventive,
The Tales of Beedle the Bard in a fully illustrated colour edition of this classic for Harry Potter fans.
Translated from the runes by Hermione Granger, the volume includes The Tale of the Three Brothers‘,
familiar to readers of Harry Potter from the crucial role it played in Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows.
Mischievous and witty, these five rollicking tales are a deeply satisfying read in the tradition of all great
fables and fairytales. Top up your Harry Potter titles at great prices below:
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Philosopher’s Stone 
Chamber of Secrets 
Prisoner of Azkaban 
Goblet of Fire 
Order of the Phoenix 
Half-Blood Prince 
Deathly Hallows 

30. Why I Love Summer (Michael Wagner and Tom Jellett) 

20% Off Highlights

Pages 2-3

Australian
Picture Books

Pages 4-5

Mindfulness
Hot Topic

Pages 5-6

Overseas
Picture Books

Pages 7-11 Australian Novels
Pages 11-18 Overseas Novels
Pages 18-21 Information
Pages 22-23 Christmas Books
Page 24

Order Form

$24.99 $19.99ea

Noni the Pony heads out for the day, to roam the green hills behind Waratah Bay. As she and her
friends wander down a green trail, they meet someone small with a very long tail. Can they help the
lost baby wallaby find the way home?

20. Noni the Pony

Index

$16.99
$16.99
$16.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99

$12.99
$12.99
$12.99
$16.99
$16.99
$16.99
$16.99

$19.99 $15.99

Sunny days, weekends at the pool, games in the backyard, daylight until late and long, lovely holidays
. . . that’s summer, the best season ever. An ode to a uniquely Australian experience and the joy of
family and friends.
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AUSTRALIAN PICTURE BOOKS (31-69)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

31. Another Book About Bears (Laura Bunting and Philip Bunting) 

$17.99 $14.39

32. Beware the Deep Dark Forest (Sue Whiting and Annie White) 

$24.99 $19.99

33. Bumblebunnies: Pond, The (Graeme Base) 

$16.99 $13.59

34. Cherries (Carol Gallasch and Sara Acton) 

$24.99 $19.99

35. Clever Crow (Nina Lawrence and Bronwyn Bancroft) 

$24.99 $19.99

36. Collecting Sunshine (Rachel Flynn and Tamsin Ainslie) 

$24.99 $19.99

37. Digby and Claude (Emma Allen and Hannah Sommerville) 

$24.99 $19.99

38. Digby and the Duck (Max Landrak) 

$24.99 $22.50

39. Dinosaur Day Out (Sara Acton)

$24.99 $22.50

40. Here Comes Stinkbug! (Tohby Riddle) 

$24.99 $22.50

41. It’s Not Scribble To Me (Kate Ritchie and Jedda Robaard) 

$19.99 $18.00

42. Learn With Ruby Red Shoes: Alphabet Book (Kate Knapp) 

$14.99 $13.50

43. Learn With Ruby Red Shoes: Counting Book (Kate Knapp) 

$14.99 $13.50

44. Maddie’s First Day (Penny Matthews and Liz Anelli) 

$24.99 $22.50

45. Magic Bookshop, The (Natalie Jane Prior and Cheryl Orsini)

$19.99 $18.00

46. Man With Small Hair, The (Jane Jolly and Andrew Joyner) 

$24.99 $19.99

47. Midnight at the Library (Ursula Dubosarsky and Ron Brooks) 

$24.99 $19.99

Ever wondered why there are so many books about bears? Discover the grizzly truth in this bear-all account. Bears are tired.
Sick and tired. And just when they are in the middle of something really good like sleeping, snoozing or napping, too many
storybooks mean they have to stop what they are doing (that is sleeping) and get up and be part of a story. Every story. Well,
the bears have had enough. They are going on strike. But what sort of alternative animal could be... just right?
Only the courage of a small girl can overcome the dangers of the Deep Dark Forest. Beware the deep, dark forest! You should
never, ever go in there . . . Rosie has always followed this rule until the day her pup Tinky goes missing in the woods. So
Rosie decides to trek into this dangerous, muddy place. But there are many obstacles along the way - including a huge grey
wolf, a scary ravine and a ferocious troll!
Wuffle the puppy, Lou the kitten and Billington the duck are playing happily in the garden. But when disaster strikes, who will
save the day? From the award-winning bestselling creator of Animalia comes a new series to delight young readers.

The days are long and warm, the nights balmy, and the cherries in the orchard are growing juicy and plump. Time stretches
endlessly ahead as we’re transported to an idyllic summer of swinging from trees, running with kites and gazing at stars. With
wistful illustrations by award-winning Sara Acton, Cherries is a story about the freedom of childhood and the magic of that
first bite of summer fruit.
Clever Crow is an endearing and witty tale that follows the exploits of a hungry and very clever crow. Crow searches in the
bush for food but he can find none. It is only when he comes across people preparing for a ceremony that his luck changes.
Crow spots a big turtle egg waiting to be cooked, and he cries out, ‘Yummy, food for me!’ But it is not an easy task stealing a
turtle egg – even for a clever crow. Children will love Bronwyn Bancrofts’s distinctive illustrations, and how the Djambarrpuynu
language translation – Yolnu language from North East Arnhem Land – is woven into the design.
Mabel and Robert love to collect things on their walks - leaves and stones and seeds and berries. But when they are caught
in the rain and can’t take their collection home they have an even better idea . . . A book for those magical days when a walk
to the park is nothing short of an adventure.
Digby’s street is soon going to look different - old houses are going to be demolished and new apartments will be built. Digby
loves Main Street but he isn’t sure he wants it to change. With plans of his own and Claude, his new friend, Digby explores
what it really means to belong. Together, Claude and Digby create their own world - a hideout where they can think and play.
Day by day, as their cubby house grows, so too does their friendship.
Digby can’t shake the feeling he’s being spied on, but by who? Curiosity and investigation will pay off - in the most unexpected
way! A wonderfully illustrated, off-beat story that will delight kids, parents and educators. A book about determination,
discovery and a duck . . . or maybe it’s about nothing at all!
Sally and Max love dinosaurs. They can’t wait to see them at the museum, but today the dinosaur exhibition is closed. Where
will the dinosaurs go on their day off? A whimsical story with humour and heart from author and award-winning illustrator
Sara Acton.
Stinkbug can really stink. But when it starts bugging his friends, Stinkbug wonders if it’s time to stop doing what stink bugs
do best... A funny bug story, from the much loved, multi-award-winning Tohby Riddle
Have you ever had so many wonderful, wild and beautiful ideas that paper isn’t enough to hold them all? Bear has. Upstairs
and downstairs, outside and in, the whole house is covered in Bear’s colourful art - even Bear’s little sister. Can Bear convince
her parents that she’s creating more than just ‘scribbles’?
A is for angels flying above and around. Their softest of wings make barely a sound. Have fun learning the alphabet with
Ruby Red Shoes - everyone’s favourite hare!

One is for me. I’m one of a kind. I’m separate from you and I know my own mind. Have fun learning how to count with
Ruby Red Shoes - everyone’s favourite hare!
First day of school, new experiences and making friends play centre stage for this book for the pre-school age. It is Maddie’s
first day of school and she has everything ready – her uniform, shoes, socks and hat. But there is one special thing that Maddie
can’t leave behind – her blanky!

Anything Can Happen In The Magic Bookshop ... On rainy afternoons, when it’s too wet to play outside after school, Ben
goes to his grandfather’s bookshop. But with secret doors and passages, and tigers under the floorboards, there’s much more
going on than Ben could ever have imagined. An enchanting new collection of fully illustrated stories from two much-loved
Australian creators, and the perfect gift for any young booklover.
The man with small hair loves his small hair. He also loves his short pants, zing-a-ding boots and clickety-clackety beads. But
the man with small hair is the only person who wears his hair small, and no one else has colourful boots or musical beads
either. He decides to hide the things that make him happy in order to blend in with the crowd. Until one day he looks in the
mirror and doesn’t recognise the man staring back at him. The Man with Small Hair is an uplifting story about self-confidence,
bravery and dancing to the beat of your own drum.
In Midnight at the Library, critically-acclaimed author, Ursula Dubosarsky, and award-winning illustrator, Ron Brooks, traverse
space and time, telling the story of a book throughout history. Dubosarsky and Brooks piece together the story of a book
that was opened and loved, given and taken, closed and lost, found and forgotten before being discovered, uncovered
and preserved at the library. Beautifully written and splendidly illustrated, this is a story about the inception, creation and
preservation of books and culture.
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AUSTRALIAN PICTURE BOOKS (31-69)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

48. Monster in my House (Umbilical Brothers and Johan Potma) 

$24.99 $22.50

49. Morris the Mole (Nicki Greenberg) 

$19.99 $15.99

50. My Sunbeam Baby (Emma Quay) 

$24.99 $19.99

51. Pig the Grub (Aaron Blabey) 

$17.99 $14.39

There’s a Monster in my Bedroom. Keep very, very still. Tell me you can see it. It’s giving me a chill . . . A funny, charming
rhyming picture book about a house full of monsters with an unexpected twist from internationally acclaimed comedy duo The
Umbilical Brothers. With gorgeous, rich illustrations by Berlin artist, Johan Potma.

Up from the darkness, he springs from his hole... Explorer! Enthusiast! MORRIS THE MOLE! With a twirl of his spade and a
twitch of his nose, Morris makes TUNNELS wherever he goes... Will Morris dig his way to trouble? Or will his hard work pay
off in an unexpected way? Morris’s adventures underground (and above) are hugely entertaining and full of joy.
See my bouncing baby, jigging on my knee. Then snuggling for a story, just baby, book and me. A gorgeous new picture book
about how much we love our babies, from Emma Quay, creator of the bestselling and award-winning Rudie Nudie.
Eww! What a stinker! Pig isn’t just the worlds greediest Pug, he’s the DIRTIEST too. It’s high time he had a bath! But try telling
Pig that…

52. Pig the Elf
53. Pig the Fibber
54. Pig the Pug

$16.99 $15.30
$16.99 $15.30
$16.99 $15.30

55. Pig the Star 
56. Pig the Winner 

$16.99 $15.30
$16.99 $15.30

57. Rainbow Bear (Stephen Michael King) 

$24.99 $22.50

58. S
 isters Saint-Claire and the Royal Mouse Ball, The
(Carlie Gibson and Tamsin Ainslie) 

$19.99 $15.99

59. There’s a Baddie Running Through This Book (Shelly Unwin and Vivienne To) 

$19.99 $18.00

60. Tricky’s Bad Day (Alison Lester) 

$19.99 $15.99

61. Unicorn (Maggie Hutchings and Cheryl Orsini) 

$19.99 $18.00

62. Unscary Book, The (Nick Bland) 

$17.99 $14.39

63. Upside Down Sid Goes To Work (Dylan Shearsby) 

$19.99 $18.00

64. Vanishing (Mike Lucas and Jennifer Harrison) 

$29.99 $23.99

65. Waiting for Chicken Smith (David Mackintosh) 

$24.99 $19.99

66. We Are All Equal (P Crumble and Jonathan Bentley) 

$19.99 $18.00

67. When You’re Going to the Moon (Sasha Beekman and Vivienne To) 

$24.99 $22.50

68. Wide Big World (Maxine Beneba Clarke and Isobel Knowles) 

$26.99 $21.59

69. Wisp: A Story of Hop (Zana Frallion and Grahame Baker-Smith) 

$24.99 $19.99

Bear likes to dive into the deep blue ocean, blowing bubbles and turning somersaults. He wakes with the sun and sleeps
with the moon. One morning, Bear is shocked to discover that his coat has changed. Is Bear dreaming? Or are two cheeky
polar bear cubs responsible?

‘To all the Saint-Claires, you are hereby invited to join me this Sunday, I’d be most delighted! Dress in your best for a Royal
Mouse Ball, I’ll open the palace for mice, one and all!’ Queen Julie S. Cheeser has invited the entire village to her glamorous
Royal Ball, but with nothing to wear, what are the villagers to do? Luckily, the Sisters Saint-Claire have a thrifty idea ... or two!
There’s a baddie running through this book, Turn the pages; have a look. There he goes, did you see? Sound your siren, chase
with me. Kids, watch out! A baddie is on the loose and only you can catch him. But this baddie is very sneaky. He’s going to
have you looking for him everywhere...up and down, and around and around...until the very last page!
Poor Tricky! Nothing is going right for him. Milk spills, pyjama buttons won’t work, his little sister wrecks their game, and when
he tries to help out, everything gets worse. Tricky’s having a very bad day! Then Dad has an idea. Outside it’s wild, but there’s
a lot to explore... From Australia’s favourite picture-book creator comes a warm and funny story about the very recognisable
mess, muddle and love that is the life of a young family - and the freedom of an outside adventure.
Luka makes the world light up like a shooting star on a dark night. Luka’s best friend would do anything for her, but when
Luka wishes for a unicorn, what is a best friend supposed to do?! From an exciting debut author and one of our country’s
most loved illustrators comes this stunning story of hope, persistence and the magical power of friendship (and unicorns).
What are you doing here?! This is supposed to be a scary book!’ Nicholas Ickle is back and this time he wants to show us
a very scary book. However, as much as he tries, he can’t keep away all the lovely and happy things from appearing on the
pages. For all Nick Bland titles type BLAND in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

When Sid decides to get a job, he’s heartened to find a vacancy at the zoo, but by the end of his first day, he’s tattered and
torn and barely in one piece. With the help of his friends, Sid trials various other jobs, but it’s not until an emergency unfolds
on the subway that Sid discovers his true calling.
Once creatures of all shapes and sizes, from the magnificent and mighty, to the tiniest of marvels, wandered this empty land.
They had horns and wings and survived in all kinds of lands, from desert plains to icy tundras. But where are they now?
Vanishing is a striking tale of our natural world and the looming environmental threats to the creatures that call it home.
‘Every year, I stay in the same cabin at the beach with my family, and every year Chicken Smith’s here too, with his Dad and
his dog, Jelly. But this year, something’s different.’ As we hang on the words of the narrator, we learn of the legendary Chicken
Smith and the beachside town that has been the backdrop to their school-holiday adventures for years. But will Chicken Smith
turn up this year? Or will a friendship of a different kind blossom?
No matter who you are, where you come from, where you live, what you look like, who you love, whether you are small or tall,
whether you walk or run, this book celebrates the richness in our differences and the joy that we are all equal.
Your pet iguana, tap-dancing shoes, an inflatable moose ...What else might you need when you’re going to the moon? From
an exciting new duo comes a heartfelt story about dreaming your biggest dream and taking it to the stars.
Difference is everywhere, just look and see. This whole-wide-big-world is wondrous-unique. A gorgeous picture book about
our diverse and wonderful world from award-winning author Maxine Beneba Clarke and illustrator Isobel Knowles.
Idris is a child refugee, born into a world of tents and fences. He has known no other life than this.
He has no memories of the world outside. Then the Wisp arrives, floating in on the evening breeze.
Everyone who holds it finds their memories reawakened, their hopes of freedom reborn. But what
about Idris, who has no memories? What will happen when he holds the magical Wisp? Storytelling
and imagination have the power to offer hope in this extraordinary picture book.
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HOT TOPIC – MINDFULNESS (70-87)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

70. Big Sky Mind (Whitney Stewart and Sally Rippin) 

$25.99 $23.40

71. B
 reathe and Be: A Book of Mindfulness Poems
(Coombs Kate and Anna Emilia Laitnen) 

$26.99 $24.30

72. Elmer’s Walk (David McKee) 

$24.99 $22.50

73. Handful of Quiet: Happiness In Four Pebbles, A (Thich Nhat Hahn) 

$22.99 $20.70

74. Is Nothing Something? Kids’ Questions and Zen Answers (Thich Nhat Hahn) 

$26.99 $24.30

75. Ladybird’s Remarkable Relaxation (Michael Chissick) 

$32.99 $29.70

76. L
 emonade Hurricane: A Story Of Mindfulness and Meditation
(Licia Morelli and Jennifer E Morris) 

$36.99 $33.30

77. Mindful Me: Mindfulness and Meditation For Kids (Whitney Stewart) 

$34.99 $31.50

78. My Lazy Cat (Christine Roussey)

$21.99 $19.80

79. Now (Antionette Portis) 

$24.99 $22.50

80. Puppy Mind (Andrew Jordan Nance) 

$26.99 $24.30

81. Silence (Lemniscates)

$32.99 $29.70

82. Sitting Still Like a Frog: Mindfulness Exercises for Kids (Eline Snel) 

$26.99 $24.30

83. Take the Time: Mindfulness For Kids (Maud Roegiers) 

$19.99 $18.00

You know when you’re having a really bad day and nothing seems to go right? You feel scared, sad and mad all at the same
time, and you don’t know what to do. This little book about mindfulness can help you. It will teach you how to mediate and
grow your heart. It will help you create space around your feelings, accept yourself as you are and discover your inner wisdom.
With nine simple mindfulness exercises, you can learn how to soften your emotions, grow your heart, feel protected and
discover your inner wisdom.

Teaching mindfulness helps kids learn to stay calm, regulate their emotions, and appreciate the world around us. With Breathe
and Be, author Kate Coombs and illustrator Anna Emilia Laitinen team up to present a book of poetry and art for young readers
to make mindfulness easy, natural, and beautiful.
Elmer is enjoying his walk- smelling the flowers, watching the clouds, listening to the waterfall. But each time he points out
one of these lovely things to the other animals, they all say they don’t have time to stop. They’re far too busy. Luckily Wilbur
arrives at last and shares Elmer’s enjoyment in the stars. A celebration of mindfulness from master-storyteller David McKee.
A Handful of Quiet presents one of the best known and most innovative meditation practices developed by Thich Nhat Hanh
as part of the Plum Village community’s practice with children. Pebble meditation is a playful and fun activity that parents
and educators can do with their children to introduce them to meditation. It is designed to involve children in a hands-on and
creative way that touches on their interconnection with nature. Practicing pebble meditation can help relieve stress, increase
concentration, nourish gratitude, and can help children deal with difficult emotions.
In Is Nothing Something? Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh answers heartfelt, difficult, and funny questions from children of all
ages. Illustrated with original full-colour artwork by Jessica McClure, Is Nothing Something? will help adults plant the seeds
of mindfulness in the young children in their lives. Beginning with the most basic questions, “What is important in life?” and
“Why is my brother mean to me?” and progressing through issues that we all wrestle with, such as “How do I know if I really
love somebody?”, “How long am I going to live?”, and “What does God look like?”, each page presents a question with a
short answer.
This picture book teaches an effective yoga relaxation technique that can be used anywhere and anytime to deal with a
problem. Little Ladybird flutters from big toe to knee to thumb and onwards around the body, showing children how to focus
their attention and calm their thoughts. This book will be an excellent resource for teachers and teaching assistants in both
mainstream and special needs schools, yoga instructors and parents about coping with difficult emotions.

Emma doesn’t really like hurricanes. After a busy day of school and activities, Emma likes to sit still and rest. Her little brother,
Henry, does everything but. She calls him The Lemonade Hurricane. Henry is a lot of fun when he’s not storming through the
house, so Emma decides to teach him how to be still. By showing him how to sit, bow, and breathe – simple mindfulness
meditation techniques – Emma is able to calm the hurricane within Henry.
Sometimes kids’ lives can get busy and out of control, and worries can take over. When that happens, knowing how to pause
and regain composure with mindfulness can help! This easily digestible guide introduces kids to mindfulness as a way to find
clarity, manage stress, handle difficult emotions, and navigate personal challenges. With step-by-step instructions to over thirty
breathing, relaxation, and guided meditation exercises, readers will have an entire toolkit at their disposal and writing prompts
will help them process their discoveries. Ages 9+
Meet Boomer, a roly-poly cat. He’s always in a happy mood, and he’s the best friend of one little girl. But boy is Boomer lazy!
From morning to night, Boomer can be found lounging around the house, snoring and snoozing. The little girl, on the other
hand, is much too busy for a nap. She’s got judo, swimming, yoga, painting, rugby, and biking to do! But one particularly
jam-packed morning, Boomer accidentally keeps the girl from getting out the door. Instead of panicking, she decides to take
the day at Boomer’s pace for once. They spend the rest of the afternoon exploring the garden, and the girl is reminded how
nice it is to take time to appreciate life’s simple pleasures every once in a while.
Follow a little girl as she takes you on a tour through all of her favourite things, from the holes she digs to the hugs she gives.
Now is a clever and lively picture book about enjoying life’s moments.
A young boy discovers his mind is like a puppy, always wandering away, into the past or the future. He sets about learning
to train his puppy mind to heel to the present moment. Through remembering to breathe, the boy becomes a stronger and
more caring master of his puppy mind, keeping it in the present, if only for a moment. Includes a discussion guide for parents
and teachers.”
What can you hear when you are completely silent? Beautifully illustrated and gently written, Silence encourages children to
stop, listen, and reflect on their experiences and the world around them. Using qualities of mindfulness, readers are asked
to pay attention to what otherwise gets drowned-out in our noisy environment and use those sounds as a means to develop
imagination and curiosity, and learn a little more about themselves.
This little book is a very appealing introduction to mindfulness meditation for children and their parents. In a simple and
accessible way, it describes what mindfulness is and how mindfulness-based practices can help children calm down, become
more focused, fall asleep more easily, alleviate worry, manage anger, and generally become more patient and aware. The book
contains eleven practices that focus on just these scenarios, along with short examples and anecdotes throughout.
What do you notice when you take the time to stop, listen, and experience? This pensive and peaceful book encourages
children to slow down and become deliberate with their day-to-day actions and thoughts. With gentle rhythms and soothing
imagery, kids may be guided toward a quiet self-awareness and mindfulness. And when a day feels stressful or topsy-turvy,
kids can use such self-awareness to calm down and feel better. Kids can then enjoy the beauty of the world all around them
and fully savour life.
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HOT TOPIC – MINDFULNESS (70-87)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

84. Three Questions, The (John Muth) 

$14.99 $13.50

85. What Does it Mean to be Present? (Rana Diorio and Eliza Wheeler) 

$26.99 $24.30

86. W
 orld of Pausabilities: An Exercise In Mindfulness|
(Frank J Sileo and Jennifer Zivoin) 

$29.99 $27.00

87. Yoga for Kids (Dorling Kindersley) 

$19.99 $18.00

With his stunning watercolors – and text that resounds with universal truths, award-winning artist Jon J Muth has transformed
a story by Tolstoy into a timeless fable for young readers. What is the best time to do things? Who is the most important one?
What is the right thing to do? Nikolai knows that he wants to be the best person he can be, but often he is unsure if he is
doing the right thing. So he goes to ask Leo, the wise turtle.

What does being present look like? Noticing when someone in your class needs help and taking the time to help them. Sound
like? The rain outside your window. Smell like? Briny seaweed at the beach. Taste like? A bite of orange. Feel like? Allowing the
rhythm of your breath, in and out to make you feel peaceful. Follow a group of friends at school, at home, and at the beach
as they experience just what it means to be present.

Sometimes we just need to take a pause - to stop, breathe, and take a moment for ourselves. To be mindful.Told in rhyming
verse and beautifully illustrated, A World of Pausabilities is an inviting introduction to mindfulness. Following a neighbourhood
on a summer day, readers will learn how to apply mindfulness to simple, everyday moments, and how days are filled with
endless possibilities to take a pause. Includes a Note to Parents and Caregivers that further discusses mindfulness and ways
to introduce pauses into your child’s life.
Teach your kids about yoga and mindfulness with this mindful yoga activity book with more than 50 poses and activities. Yoga
is a great way to teach children about relaxation, meditation, and peace - while having fun at the same time.

OVERSEAS PICTURE BOOKS (88-115)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

88. Animalphabet (Julia Donaldson and Sharon King-Chai) 

$24.99 $22.50

89. Bear, the Piano, the Dog and the Fiddle, The (David Litchfiled

$22.99 $20.70

90. Cook and the King (Julia Donaldson and David Roberts)

$24.99 $22.50

91. Dragon Post (Emma Yarlett) 

$24.99 $22.50

92. Giraffe Problems (Jory John and lane Smith) 

$24.99 $22.50

93. Grumpy Duck (Joyce Dunba and Petr Horacek)

$24.99 $22.50

94. How Rude! (Sarah Arnold) 

$24.99 $22.50

95. How to Nab a Rabbit (Claire Freedman and Monika Filipina) 

$24.99 $22.50

96. How to Scare a Ghost (Jane Reagan and Le Wildish) 

$15.99 $14.40

97. I’m the Biggest (Stephanie Blake) 

$15.99 $14.40

98. Interrupting Chicken and the Elephant of Surprise (David Ezra Stein) 

$24.99 $22.50

Each cleverly cut flap draws you further into a beautifully vibrant world of huge elephants, slithery snakes and growling tigers.
The simple text invites children to compare one animal to another, and clever hints and peep-through holes within the artwork
make this a hugely entertaining guessing game as well as a gorgeous book to treasure.
Hector and his dog Hugo have made music together through good times, bad times and even some crazy times. But when
Hugo learns to play the fiddle, and gets the chance to play with Bear’s Big Band, Hector’s jealousy gets the better of him. Can
Hector swallow his pride and learn to be happy for his friend?

There once was a very hungry king, Who needed a cook like anything...but the king is very fussy, and none of the cooks he
tries can make a dish that tastes just right. Then the most unlikely of chefs comes along: the shuffling, shaking Wobbly Bob.
He’s scared of everything, from catching fish to digging for potatoes, but can he convince the hungry king to give him the job?
The Cook and the King is a brilliantly funny story with clever rhyming verse and richly detailed illustrations.
One day Alex finds a dragon living under his stairs. He isn’t sure what to do - but luckily he knows just who to ask for help.
Open the envelopes and read the hilarious letters Alex receives from the fire brigade, the butcher and more as he tries to take
care of his new friend. Who would have thought having a dragon for a pet would be so tricky? This fabulous novelty picture
book is The Jolly Postman for a new generation, with five envelopes to open and letters to read.
Penguins aren’t the only animal out there with problems, oh no… Edward the giraffe can’t understand why his neck is as long
and bendy and ridiculous as it is. No other animal has a neck this absurd. He’s tried disguising it, dressing it up, strategically
hiding it behind bushes ... anything he can think of. But just when he’s exhausted his neck-hiding options, a turtle ambles in
and tries to help him understand that his neck has a purpose ... and looks excellent in a bow tie.
Can anyone cheer up Grumpy Duck? A funny farmyard tale illustrated by the award-winning Petr Horacek. Duck is grumpy.
The pond is dry and, even worse, there’s a grey cloud following her around. Can any of Duck’s friends cheer her up?
A funny farmyard tale about friendship from Joyce Dunbar, illustrated by award-winning artist Petr Horacek with his trademark
colourful flair.
When Pig kindly gives a lift to Mole and his very large box he can’t resist asking him, “What’s in the box?” “NONE OF YOUR
BUSINESS!” retorts Mole rudely, and Pig chucks his ungrateful passenger out of the car and goes home. But Pig and his
friends, Hippo, Girl and Mouse, are so curious about the mysterious box they sneak back to find out what could be inside.
Each animal dreams of the wonderful things that could be in the box, but it is only when Mole tricks them into going into the
box and locks them in, that they find out!
For hungry wolves, this book is a winner, It shows you how to catch your dinner. Love bunny pie and rabbit stew? They’ll
soon become your dream come true. Full of foolproof tips, written by the Big Bad Wolf himself, this book is an essential
guide for anyone looking to nab a rabbit. But make sure you keep an eye out for bears, springs with too much hop, and, of
course, your own traps…
This humorous new book in the beloved HOW TO . . . series takes readers through a spooky Halloween. Written in tonguein-cheek instructional style, two trick-or-treaters give tips for scaring a ghost!

Simon is annoyed. Casper has grown a lot: three centimetres! But Simon is only one ridiculous centimetre taller than last time.
“So what!” he says, “I’m the biggest!” Simon sees injustice everywhere. And he doesn’t even care when silly Casper gets
bullied at the park... Actually, he does care! And he can help out-so who’s the biggest now?
It’s homework time for the little red chicken, who has just learned what every good story should have: an elephant of surprise.
Or is it, as her papa suggests, an element of surprise? As they dive into some stories -looking for the parts that make you
go “Whoa! I didn’t know that was going to happen!” - Papa is sure he can convince Chicken he’s right. After all, there are no
elephants in The Ugly Duckling, Rapunzel or The Little Mermaid... Or are there?
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OVERSEAS PICTURE BOOKS (88-115)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

99. Lots of Frogs (Howard Calvert and Claudia Boldt) 

$24.99 $22.50

100. Maximillian Villainous (Margaret Chui Greanias and Lesley Breen Withrow) 

$24.99 $22.50

101. Mole’s Star (Britta Teckentrup)

$24.99 $22.50

102. More Would You Rather (John Burningham) 

$27.99 $22.39

103. Most-Loved Bear, The (Sam McBratney and Sam Usher) 

$24.99 $22.50

104. Mrs Blackhat (Mick Inkpen and Chloe Inkpen) 

$24.99 $22.50

105. New David Walliams Picture Book (David Walliams) Due November 2018

$24.99 $22.50

106. Nights with Dad (Karen Hesse and G Brian Karas) 

$24.99 $22.50

107. Oi Duck-Billed Platypus! (Kes Gray and Jim Field) 

$24.99 $19.99

108. Please, Mr Magic Fish! (Jessica Souhami) 

$24.99 $22.50

109. Puffin the Architect (Kimberley Andrews) 

$24.99 $22.50

110. Rabbit, the Dark and the Biscuit Tin, The (Nicola O’Byrne) 

$24.99 $22.50

111. Remember Balloons, The (Jessie Oliveros and Dana Wulfekotte) 

$26.99 $21.59

112. Spooky Fairy Tale Mix-Up (Hilary Robinson and Jim Smith) 

$24.99 $22.50

113. Travels with my Granny (Juliet Rix and Christopher Corr)

$24.99 $22.50

114. Way Home for Wolf, The (Rachel Bright and Jim Field)

$24.99 $22.50

115. We Are Together (Britta Teckentrup)

$24.99 $19.99

Tommy Fox has a box - a box full of frogs. And when they all jump out at school, that’s when the fun begins! There is chaos
in the classroom and high jinks in the hall. Can Tommy get the frogs back in the box? You’ll want to hop along with this fun,
rhyming text by debut author Howard Calvert with deliciously bright and bold illustrations from Claudia Boldt!
Maximillian Villainous is a monster who doesn’t have the heart to be a villain. His famous family pulls pranks on the likes of
Santa Claus and the Tooth Fairy, and Max spends his time undoing them. So when he brings home a bunny to be his sidekick,
Max’s disapproving mother hatches a plan. She challenges Max and the bunny to become a devious duo; otherwise…the
bunny hops. They blunder into villainy with comical effect until Max discovers that embracing his good heart may just be the
key to pulling off the most devious deed of all and winning his family’s acceptance.
Every evening, Mole comes out of his burrow to watch the twinkling stars in the sky above. How he wishes he could have
them for his very own! Then one night he sees a shooting star - and suddenly his wish comes true. There’s just one problem:
now that Mole’s burrow is full of beautiful, shining stars, none of the other animals can enjoy them ... A magical story about
learning to share the wonders of our world.
Would you rather have breakfast with bears, lunch with a lion or dinner with ducks? Would you like to fly with the pelicans or
swim with the fish? Would it be worse if an elephant made a terrible smell or you fell over in a field of cows? Ask - and answer
- these questions and many more in this funny, imaginative game of a book from John Burningham.
Growly Bear and Mary Rose do everything together. Until, one day, Growly Bear is left behind on a train. He’s sure that Mary
Rose will come back for him. However, as the days turn to weeks and the weeks turn to months, Growly Bear’s fur gets worn,
his eye comes loose and his Growl starts to fade. Then, a child picks him up! But it isn’t the child he was expecting... Will
Growly Bear ever find his way back to Mary Rose? Or will this be the start of his biggest adventure yet?
Over the gate at number 8, round the back, through the flap and onto the lap of Mrs Blackhat! Meet Mrs Blackhat, a witch who
just loves the colour black. From her broom to her hat, all is black... apart from her cat. What can she do to fix this problem?
Find out in this hilarious, rhyming story!
The next fabulously funny picture book from Number One bestselling David Walliams. Illustrated by the artistic genius Tony Ross.
When the sun sets, Dad’s night shift as a school caretaker is just beginning. What is it like to work at night, while the rest of
the city is asleep? There’s the smell of lilacs in the night air, the dusky motorway in the moonlight and glimpses of shy nighttime animals to make the dark magical. Playing basketball in the half-lit sport’s hall, sweeping the stage with the match on
the radio, reading out loud to his father in the library all help the boy’s time pass quickly. A story about a rarely covered topic,
familiar to many young readers – what it’s like to accompany a parent on their night shift.
Don’t miss this hilarious follow-up to Oi Frog!, Oi Dog! and Oi Cat! from the award-winning Kes Gray and Jim Field. A brilliant
rhyming read-aloud text, jam-packed with animals and silliness - perfect for children and parents alike. Oi! Where are duck-billed
platypuses meant to sit? And Kookaburras and hippopotamuses and all the other animals with impossible to rhyme with names?
One amazing day, Jack catches a Magic Fish... “If you free me,” says the fish, “I’ll grant your dearest wish!” Jack and his
wife Liz can’t believe their luck when the Magic Fish gives them a pretty little cottage, but soon they are asking for more...
and more - even a palace. And they forget to say thank you! Now the sea rages and the Magic Fish is angry! Find out what
happens next, in this spellbinding tale about the dangers of being too greedy!
Puffin is an architect who always exceeds her clients’ expectations. That is, until she takes on the toughest clients ever - her
own pufflings! Puffin takes her tricky new clients on an inspirational tour of her builds. Together they visit all kinds of cleverly
designed spaces - Otter’s floating home, Pig’s toolshed on wheels, Painter Goose’s light-filled studio and Platypus’s cosy
underground bakehouse. The pufflings are unimpressed. Her clients really are a challenge! Will Puffin come up with a pufflingperfect home design?
Rabbit doesn’t want to go to bed, so he decides to kidnap The Dark and trap it in a biscuit tin so he can stay up all night long.
But The Dark reminds Rabbit of all the good things that he does. What about all the nocturnal animals, he asks . . . and surely
you can’t have a yummy breakfast of toast and honey and fresh orange juice unless you’ve been to bed? But the BEST thing
about The Dark, of course, is reading a really good bedtime story . . .
James’s Grandpa has the best balloons because he has the best memories. He has balloons showing Dad when he was
young and Grandma when they were married. Grandpa has balloons about camping and Aunt Nelle’s poor cow. Grandpa also
has a silver balloon filled with the memory of a fishing trip he and James took together. But when Grandpa’s balloons begin
to float away, James is heartbroken. One day, Grandpa lets go of the silver balloon-and he doesn’t even notice! Grandpa no
longer has balloons of his own. But James has many more than before. It’s up to him to share those balloons, one by one.
Create your own hilarious spooky fairy tales with this ingenious, split-page, spiral-bound book. Rapunzel has her hair
tangled with spiders, while the Three Bears are terrified by Ghostilocks and Beauty dresses up as a Beast! What other funny
combinations can you make? Spiral Bound
When my granny was younger she crossed rivers and mountain ranges, explored jungles and towering cities. Now her legs won’t
carry her much further than the door. But she still travels - and sometimes she takes me with her...Granny has travelled all over the
world, to India, Egypt, China and Peru. And she still travels - in her mind and in her stories. The grown-ups say Granny doesn’t know
where she is, but her grandchild can’t wait to go on another adventure. A sensitive introduction to old-age confusion and dementia.
Wilf is as strong and independent as a wolf cub can be. He doesn’t need help from his friends and family - whatever it is, he
can do it ALL BY HIMSELF. But when Wilf finds himself lost and alone in the snow and chill of an Arctic night, he discovers
something important - sometimes we all need the help of a friend to keep us safe and show us the way.
On our own we’re special, And we can chase our dream. But when we join up, hand in hand, Together we’re a team.
Celebrate the power of love and friendship in this beautiful book by award-winning illustrator and author Britta Teckentrup.
With vibrant artwork and peek-through pages, this is a picture book to treasure.
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AUSTRALIAN NOVELS (116-264)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

116. Adventures of Catvinkle, The (Elliot Perlman and Laura Stitzel)

$19.99 $18.00

117. B
 ab Sharkey and the Animal Mummies #2 Giant Moth Mummy
(Andrew Hansen and Jessica Roberts)

$14.99 $13.50

118. Weird Beard, The #1 

$14.99 $11.99

When a pampered cat has to share her home with a lost dog, sparks are set to fly. To her surprise, Catvinkle starts to like Ula.
She even tells Ula her three secrets. But a cat and a dog can’t be friends - can they? A tail-spin of a tale that will make you
howl with laughter - and remind you that if you aren’t open to adventure, you might never meet your best friend. Hardback

A dark river under the world. An Ibis Mummy with an upside-down head. And the whole of Mumphis in peril … from six talking
shoes. Boy Pharaoh Bab Sharkey returns to the magic city of the Animal Mummies. Only this time, he faces the grossest
weapon ever devised – a giant mummified moth possessed by the spirit of the Unpharaoh herself! Can Bab and his smelly
friends defeat this ancient evil?

119. Bad Guys #8: Bad Guys: Superbad (Aaron Blabey) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

The international league of heroes want you! But what are they looking for exactly? Gigantic muscles? Super speed? Mind
powers? Shape-shifting awesomeness? Possibly. But are they looking for a nude wolf? An unconscious piranha? A muffinstealing snake? And a... Toaster with a fin and really big teeth? Duh! Why would you even ask that?! Knuckleheads assemble.
It’s bad guys episode 8!

120.
121.
122.
123.

Bad
Bad
Bad
Bad

Guys,
Guys:
Guys:
Guys:

The #1
Mission Unpluckable #2
Furball Strikes Back #3
Attack of the Zittens #4

124. Bad Guys: Intergalactic Gas #5
125. Bad Guys: Alien vs Bad Guys #6
126. Bad Guys: Bad Guys: Do-You-Think-He-Saurus?! #7

127-130. Champion Charlies (Adrian Beck and Adele Thomas) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

A hilarious, fun-filled junior fiction series for boys and girls that celebrates the great world game of football (soccer)! Developed
in partnership with Football Federation Australia.

127. Mix-Up, The #1
128. Boot It #2

129. Knockabout Cup, The #3
130. Grand Finale, The #4

131. Different Boy, A (Paul Jennings) 

$14.99 $11.99

‘If you’ve got a bad deal,’ his father used to say, ‘get out of it and move on.’ When he finds himself in a cruel orphanage Anton
does just that, and hides on an ocean liner. Fear and desperation are his only companions. And this time there is no escape.
Or is there? Two other passengers have secrets of their own. When nothing is what it seems, can they help each other? Or
will they sink into a sea of troubles? You’ll never know until the last page.

132. E
 lla and Olivia Treasury #2: Sister’s Day Out Stories
(Yvette Poshoglian and Danielle McDonald) 

$16.99 $15.30ea

Meet Ella and Olivia. Big Sister. Little Sister. Best Friends! Follow Ella and Olivia in six all-new adventures as they visit an alpaca
farm, wear beautiful flower girl dresses at their aunts wedding and take a trip to the circus! Days out are always more special
with your sister!

133. Best Friend Stories #1
134. Ella Diaries #14: Diary Disaster (Meredith Costain) 

$12.99 $11.70ea

Ella is all set to get on the ferry for the school trip to Turtle Island where they will explore, do craft and maybe even see baby
turtles hatching. As usual, she’s going to write about everything that happens in her secret diary! But with sloshy waves
causing havoc on the ferry and Her Royal Pushiness Princess Peach Parker in Ella’s cabin on the island, can her diary really
be safe?

135.
136.
137.
138.
139.

Double Dare You #1
Ballet Backflip #2
I Heart Pets #3
Dreams Come True #4
Christmas Chaos #5

140.
141.
142.
143.

Pony School Showdown #6
Friends Not Forever #7
Worst Camp Ever #8
Operation Merry Christmas #9

144.
145.
146.
147.

Friendship S.O.S #10
Going Green #11
Total TV Drama #12
Goal Power #13

148. Elizabella #1: Elizabella Meets Her Match (Zoe Norton Lodge) 

$14.99 $13.50

149. Everything I’ve Never Said (Samantha Wheeler) 

$16.95 $15.26

150. Fire Watcher #1: Brimstone (Kelly Gardiner) 

$14.99 $13.50

151. First Adventures of Princess Peony, The (Nette Hilton and Lucinda Gifford) 

$19.99 $18.00

Elizabella – ten and a quarter – is a Poet, Fixer of Fairytales and the biggest prankster in the history of Bilby Creek Primary.
And when her plans involve making a swimming pool in the playground without consulting a single teacher, the students are
behind her every step of the way. But what happens when Minnie, an even bigger prankster, shows up? Can Bilby Creek
handle them both? And more importantly, can they handle each other?
Ava would like nothing more than to tell her family she loves them, particularly her big sister, Nic. But Ava has Rett syndrome
- she can’t talk, can’t nod her head, can’t even point at a communication card. She understands everything, but no one
understands her. When tragedy strikes her family, Ava becomes even more determined to talk. But it’s not until she meets
occupational therapist Kieran and new friend Aimee that she is hopeful for change. A powerful novel about a subject rarely
tackled - young people with disabilities and the families who love and support them.
December 1940, London: Christopher Larkham finds an ancient Roman ring inscribed with a phoenix. As he takes shelter
from the firestorm of the Blitz, the ring glows, and pushing open a door, he finds himself in 1666 and facing the Great Fire of
London. Fire-and-brimstone preacher, Brother Blowbladder, and his men of the Righteous Temple have prayed for the ancient
gods of fire to bring flames down upon London, a city of sin. Could Christopher be their messenger?
Once upon a time there was a dear little girl called Peony. That’s P.E.O.N.Y. And it’s me. I live in a Castle with my Dragon
whose name is Totts. That’s T.O.T.T.S. And that makes me a Princess if you really want to know. Princess Peony is not really
a princess, but she does have a pet dragon, which means she’s kind of like a princess. In her first adventure, she must keep
an evil troll (her brother) from trying to steal her dragon (dog)--and avoid being eaten by a bear.

152. F
 rankie Fish #3: Frankie Fish and the Viking Fiasco
(Peter Helliar and Lesley Vamos) 

$14.99 $11.99ea

Best friends Frankie and Drew are desperate to win this year’s Halloween costume parade, and they know exactly what will
give them the edge: authentic Viking costumes from olden-day Norway! The plan is simple:
use their secret Sonic Suitcase to get in, get helmets, and get out. But they weren’t
counting on accidentally bringing back a Viking called Birger with them – plus his
angry brother Brynjar, who really has it in for Frankie and Drew. Can the boys round
up the vikings, get them back home and win the costume parade before anyone
discovers what they’ve done?

153. Frankie Fish and the Sonic Suitcase #1
154. Frankie Fish and the Great Wall of Chaos #2
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AUSTRALIAN NOVELS (116-264)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

155. Funny Stories and Other Funny Stories (Morris Gleitzman) 

$24.99 $22.50

156. Gastronauts (James Foley) 

$14.99 $13.50

A bumper book of funny stories from a favourite Australian author - THREE BOOKS IN ONE plus a BONUS new story!
Swap a bomb for three ice-creams on a train, bounce on a vampire’s bed, read the secret diary of a dog, unleash the
awesome power of chips, save ten lives with a paper clip, surprise your mum with a chainsaw, use a demolition ball to defeat
a bully, live in a house that gets wiped clean more often than a bottom … and lots more!
The brain-enhancing nanobots she is testing have been accidentally swallowed by her baby brother Joe. The only way to stop
Joe turning into a superbaby and wreaking super havoc is to shrink herself and travel inside Joe’s body on a journey to tackle
the problem head-on. What could possibly go wrong? As it turns out, this is only the beginning . . .

157. G
 inger Green #3: Ginger Green on the (Un) Luckiest Camp Ever!
(Kim Kane and Jon Davis) 

$12.99 $11.70ea

In Ginger Green on the (UN)LUCKIEST School Camp Ever!, Ginger KNOWS that she’s going to love school camp – it’s got
sing-a-longs, bunk beds and red jelly galore! But what happens when she’s put in Cabin Four, the UNLUCKIEST cabin of all?

158. Ginger Green is Absolutely Mad for Birthdays #1
159. Ginger Green and the Not Much Sleepover #2
160. Girl, the Dog and the Writer in Provence (Katrina Nannestad)

$16.99 $13.59ea

When Freja and Tobias arrive in Claviers, Provence, it feels like home. The hilltop village is surrounded by olive groves, lavender
fields and drifts of red poppies. The market square hides a world-famous pâtisserie and an antique merry-go-round. Pippin,
their precocious young neighbour, and Vivi, the beautiful chef, fill their lives with chatter and laughter and love. For a moment,
the girl, the dog and the writer are happy. But a spate of criminal activity casts a cloud over the village...

161. Girl, the Dog and the Writer in Rome
162. Girltopia (Hilary Rogers) 

$14.99 $13.50

Clara is the sort of girl who hates getting into trouble. She even hates it when others get into trouble. But when every single
man and boy in the city are struck down by a mysterious illness, Clara realises this is no time to be worrying about being good.
It’s time for a daring rescue mission! Maybe the boys and men will just wake up, Clara thinks. Maybe everything will go back
to normal. Clara didn’t know how wrong she was. Only one thing is for sure the girls are in charge!

163. Have Sword, Will Travel #2: Let Sleeping Dog Lie (Garth Nix) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

Odo and Eleanor are excited to be knights. Only ... they’re stuck at home waiting for something bigger to come along. That
‘something bigger’ comes to them in the form of an old man named Egda, a warrior named Hundred, and an ancient legend
about a sleeping dragon. Odo, Eleanor, and their trusty and talkative swords, Biter and Runnel, are plunged into a quest that
will take them (as all good quests must) to unfamiliar lands, where they will fight unseen enemies and unlock unbelievable
secrets in order to prevent an unbearable impostor from taking the crown.

164. Have Sword, Will Travel #1
165. Help Around the House (Morris Gleitzman) 

$16.99 $13.59

When Ludo moves to Canberra with his father, his hopes are high that they can both continue the family tradition of doing
good for others. Ludo is a scout and Dad has just been elected to parliament, so there should be plenty of opportunities.
But even as Ludo directs his energies towards the needy of the national capital, he discovers it’s the powerful and privileged
who need his help most. For all titles by this author type GLEITZMAN into the search facility at www.pegiwlliams.com.au

166. Hot Dog! #5: Hot Dog! Camping Time! (Anh Do) 

$12.99 $10.39ea

Hotdog, Lizzie and Kev are going CAMPING! There will be wood-chopping, campfire singalongs and an EPIC biscuit-eating
competition. It’s going to be awesome! Can Hotdog, Lizzie and Kev learn the skills they need to survive in the bush?

167. Hot Dog! #1
168. Hot Dog! Party Time! #2

169. Hot Dog! Circus Time! #3
170. Hot Dog! Game Time! #4

171. H
 uggabie Falls #2: Unbelievably Scary Thing
That Happened In Huggabie Falls (Adam Cece) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

Kipp Kindle, Tobias Treachery and Cymphany Chan live in Huggabie Falls, the weirdest town on Earth, so weirdness is pretty
normal for them. But when unbelievably scary things start to happen, even Kipp, Tobias and Cymphany have trouble believing
what’s going on. Why is everyone running away from their worst fears and where did those fears suddenly appear from? And
is the evil Felonious Dark reformed like he says he is, or is he the one behind the unbelievably scary happenings? This hilarious
sequel will have young readers laughing out loud and asking for more.

172. Extremely Weird Thing That Happened in Huggabie Falls #1
173. Inheritance (Carole Wilkinson)

$17.99 $16.20

174. Japarrika (Alalinguwi Jarrakarlinga) 

$12.99 $11.70

175. Just a Girl (Jackie French)

$16.99 $13.59

Nic is left in the care of her grandfather at the remote family property that was once her mother’s childhood home; a place with
thirty rooms, three dogs and no mobile reception. Left to her own devices, she searches for clues about her mother – who
died the day Nic was born. But when Nic learns how to slip through time, she discovers more than she could have imagined.
The past holds a dark and shocking secret that haunts the land and the people who live there.
Kay-Bell loves to play footy. All she wants to do on the field is make her family and the Tiwi people proud. But when Aunty B
gets in the way of her dream of kicking goals for the Tiwi Warriors, Kay-Bell must enlist the help of her friends and brother on
a wild journey … Will she survive the water buffaloes, dugongs, crocodiles and stormy weather to make it to the big game?
A powerful story about finding the courage to believe in yourself.
Mary, the mother of Jesus, was a truly extraordinary woman. And after 2000 years, the story of her brave and remarkable life
continues to inspire and enthrall us, as that young woman from Nazareth was never ‘just a girl’. In 72 AD, as the Roman army
pillages Judea and destroys their village, fourteen-year-old Judith hides her younger sister, her great-grandmother Rabba, a
Roman slave called Caius and an unwilling goat in a cave used to store food. Judith’s skills will save them as wolves - and
humans - threaten the group during that long, icy winter. There are feasts to enjoy as they listen to Rabba tell stories of her
youth; of her wealthy marriage in Jerusalem and her life in Nazareth as a child. But there is one story Rabba will not tell, no
matter how much they coax her. It is the story of Maryiam, her beloved friend who faced the scandal and shame of an unwed
pregnancy and the anguish of watching the crucifixion.

176. K
 ensy and Max #2: Disappearing Act
(Jacqueline Harvey) 

$16.99 $15.30ea

The second instalment of the action-packed spy-adventure series for girls and boys from
Jacqueline Harvey! After discovering a life-changing secret, our favourite 11-year-old twins Kensy
and Max Grey are adjusting to their new life in England. There’ll be more twists and turns, a new
villain, spy training and even a dash to Rome to save the day!

177. Breaking News
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178. K
 ingdoms and Empires Book #2: Slightly Alarming Tale
of the Whispering Walls (Jacyln Moriarty and Kelly Canby) 

$22.99 $20.70ea

The town of Spindrift is frequented by pirates, Shadow Mages and charlatans. It’s also home to the Orphanage School,
where Finlay lives with Glim, Taya and Eli. Just outside town is the painfully posh Brathelthwaite Boarding School, home to
Honey Bee, Hamish and Victor, Duke of Ainsley. When the two schools compete at the Spindrift Tournament, stakes are high,
tensions are higher, and some people are out to win at any cost. Before long, the orphans and the boarding school are in an
all-out war. And then Whispering Wars break out, and Spindrift is thrust onto the front lines. Children are being stolen, Witches,
Sirens and a deadly magical flu invade the town, and all attempts to fight back are met with defeat. Finlay, Honey Bee and
their friends must join forces to outwit the encroaching forces of darkness…

179. Extremely Inconvenient Adventures of Bronte Mettlestone, The (Jacyln Moriarty and Kelly Canby)
180. Laugh Your Head Off 4 Ever (Compilation) 

$19.99 $18.00ea

9 authors 9 stories Australia’s favourite children’s authors are set to make kids lose their heads again ... this time for good. Join
the hilarious Andy Griffiths, hysterical Felice Arena, joyous Yvette Poshoglian, jovial Marcus Emerson, slapstick Matt Stanton,
side-splitting Katrina Nannestad, riotous James Roy, raucous Lisa Shanahan and uproarious Penny Tangey as they thrill and
delight with nine outrageously funny stories. HARDBACK

181. Laugh Your Head Off

182. Laugh Your Head Off Again

183. Laugh Your Head Off Again and Again

184. Leaving the Lyrebird Forest (Gary Crew and Julian Laffan) 

$16.99 $15.30

185. Lemonade Jones (Davina Bell and Karen Blair) 

$19.99 $15.99

186. Lenny’s Book of Everything (Karen Foxlee) 

$19.99 $18.00

‘Are you lonely here?’ her mother asked. ‘Never,’ Alice said. ‘Not while I am friends with the lyrebird.’ Alice has spent her life
living on the outskirts of a small town, in a house nestled in bushland. Every other morning, she is visited by a lyrebird. Her
bond with this magnificent bird brings her together with her nearest neighbour, Mr Brown, a widower who loves the bush and
its treasures as much as she does. But change is coming: Alice is growing up, and having to think about her future. Mr Brown
is getting older, and less able to look after himself. And as the nearby town grows, their beloved lyrebird and bushland are
threatened too. A touching story that will resonate with readers everywhere.
There are a lot of rules that don’t interest Lemonade Jones. No running in the classroom, not even in an emergency.
Dangerous animals should be in cages. No biting. (Not even your worst enemy.) But it’s especially hard to stick to the rules
when you’re making life loud and exciting. And Lemonade Jones likes it when loud and exciting things happen. Two delightful
stories about Lemonade Jones - a feisty girl with a lot of fizz!
Lenny, small and sharp, has a younger brother Davey who won’t stop growing - and at seven is as tall as a man. Raised by
their single mother, who works two jobs and is made almost entirely out of worries, they have food and a roof over their heads,
but not much else. The bright spot every week is the arrival of the latest issue of Burrell’s Build-It-at-Home Encyclopedia.
Through the encyclopedia, Lenny and Davey experience the wonders of the world and dream about a life of freedom and
adventure. But as her brother’s health deteriorates, Lenny comes to accept the inevitable truth; Davey will never make it to
Great Bear Lake. Ages 11+

187. Liars #1: Liars: Truth App, The (Jack Heath) 

$9.99 $9.00

THE TRUTH APP is the latest craze in the town of Kelton. It listens to everyone around you and tells you if they’re lying. When
the app goes viral, its teenage creator, Jarli, becomes famous overnight. But being a celebrity can be dangerous. Especially
when you’ve just exposed everyone’s deepest, darkest secrets. Now everyone is out to get Jarli. Kids at school. Teachers.
The police. Even his own family. And the secret network of criminals based in Kelton have just added Jarli to their hit list.
The TRUTH doesn’t always set you free…

188-189. Maxi the Lifeguard (Trent Maxwell and Peter Baldwin)

$12.99 $11.70ea

Get ready to hit the beach in this action-packed series from Bondi Rescue’s Lifeguard Maxi and Australian comedy writer
David Lawrence.

188. In Deep Water #1

189. Stormy Protest, The #2

190. Mighty Mitch #4: Mighty Mitch: Not out! (Mitchell Starc and Philip Bunting) $12.99 $11.70ea

It’s finals fever for Mitch Starc and his U10s cricket team! So will they be not out or knocked out? Mitch can’t believe that his
team actually has a shot at playing in the finals. But now the Wombats are up against a tough opposition who look keen and
play mean, and will do whatever it takes to knock the Wombats out! What else has Mitch got to worry about? He’s pretty sure
that his lucky streak is about to run out. One of his teammates is busy playing tennis... in the toilet! The Wombats new team
mascot has just exploded! They must win the match, or Mitch’s cricket season is over!

191. Aussies Vs England: Game On! #1

192. Howzat Heroes! #2

193. Clash of the Keepers #3

194. Mr Bambuckle #3: Mr Bambuckle’s Remarkables Go Wild (Tim Harris) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

Meet your new assistant principal - Miss Frost! Uh-oh, that’s not good. At least we’re away on camp. Mr Bambuckle lets us
eat marshmallows before dinner! Is that a spark-maker beetle? Shh! What was that noise? The class in room 12B are having
fun in the wilderness. Until Miss Frost crashes camp . . .

195. Mr Bambuckle’s Remarkables #1

196. Mr Bambuckle’s Remarkables Fight Back #2

197. Ninja Kid #2: Flying Ninja (Anh Do) 

$14.99 $11.99ea

Nelson is a ninja. He’s not the coolest. Or the bravest. But he is the world’s nerdiest ninja! And now he has to stop an animal
rampage and machines going crazy all over town! For that, he’ll need his new jetpack... and some serious ninja skills! How
will Nelson learn to fly when he’s scared of heights?!

198. Ninja Kid: From Nerd to Ninja #1
199. O
 livia’s Secret Scribbles #4: Super Science Stars
(Meredith Costain and Danielle McDonald) 

$9.99 $9.00ea

I have lots of super-amazing and IMPORTANT things to write about! And I’ll tell you ALL about them: . Our school is having a
super-awesome science fair!!!! . The best group will win the TOP PRIZE. . But there’s a new girl, Bethany. She doesn’t think
my ideas are any good. . And what is that TERRIBLE smell in our classroom? Pee-yew! . So, should we make gooey slime?
Exploding volcanoes? Or maybe a time machine! I can’t WAIT to decide!!! This is going to be the best (and messiest) project
ever! Olivia x

200. My New Best Friend #1

201. My (Almost) Perfect Puppy #2

202. Amazing Acrobats #3

203. P
 earl the Magical Unicorn #2: Pearl: The Flying Unicorn
(Sally Odgers and Adele Thomas) 
$12.99 $11.70
Pearl, Olive and Tweet are on the hunt for glitter feathers! But they’ve blown all the way over
to Gull Island. They use Olive’s ogre-boat to reach the island, but rowing quickly behind
them are three mean and stinky pirate gobble-uns! Can Pearl use her magic to save her
friends in time?

204. Pearl the Magical Unicorn #1

$9.95 $8.96
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205. Pixel Raiders #5: Lava Island (Various) 

$12.99 $11.70ea

Welcome to LEVEL 5: Lava Island. A game of puzzle solving, boss battles and flaming balls of lava... In the final level, tricky
puzzles lead Rip and Mei up a dangerous path to the volcano at the centre of Lava Island. There they must outsmart the
game AND survive their toughest battle yet. But first, how does Mei get from the REAL WORLD back into PIXEL RAIDERS?
Find out in this EPIC series conclusion!

206. Dig World #1

207. Dragon Land #2

208. Speed Zone #3

209. Space Fortress #4

210. P
 oppa Platoon #2: Poppa Platoon in Operation Dessert Storm
(Danny Katz and Mitch Vane) 

$12.99 $11.70

The Poppa Platoon are on another dangerous mission. They must sneak into Wibbly the Cheeky Wizards Spooky All-YouCan-Eat Family Restaurant. They must eat as much as they can, as fast as they can, but still leave plenty of room for dessert.
Then they must get out of there without being captured by a very spooky enemy Wibbly the Cheeky Wizard himself. Can the
platoon survive the horrors of the all-you-can-eat restaurant?

211. Poppa Platoon in World War Chew #1

$9.99 $7.99

212. Real Pigeons #2: Real Pigeons Eat Danger (Andrew McDonald and Ben Wood)  $14.99 $11.99ea

The REAL PIGEONS aren’t just an awesome squad of crime fighters who protect the city. They’re also REAL FRIENDS. But
with a deranged ostrich on the loose, a secret warehouse full of bottled birds and power-hungry ibis to deal with, can their
friendship survive? No-one can protect a city like Rock, Frillback, Tumbler, Homey and Grandpouter. Crime-fighting has never
been so COO!

213. Real Pigeons Fight Crime #1
214. S
 age Cookson #7: Sage Cookson’s Stormy Weather
(Sally Murphy and Celeste Hulme) 

$9.99 $9.00ea

Sage flies to Townsville to help sample seafood with her parents for their cooking show. When they arrive and are caught in
the middle of a cyclone, Sage quickly realises it’s not going to be the glamorous beach holiday she was expecting.

215. Sage Cookson’s Sweet Escape#1
216. Sage Cookson’s Ring of Truth #2
217. Sage Cookson’s Fishy Surprise#3

218. Sage Cookson’s Singapore Sensation #4
219. Sage Cookson’s Literary Launch #5
220. Sage Cookson’s Christmas Ghost #6

221. Sam Wu #2: Sam Wu is Not Afraid of Sharks (Kevin Tsang and Nathan Reed) $14.99 $13.50ea

Brilliantly funny new young series about the bravest scaredy-cat in the world. Sam Wu is NOT a scaredy-cat (except when he
is). And when a shark TOTALLY tries to eat him at the local aquarium, he decides he’s not going to take any more chances. So
at his friend’s birthday party at the beach, Sam refuses to dip even a toe in the water. Nothing could go wrong now, could it?

222. Sam Wu is Not Afraid of Ghosts #1
223. Stella Montgomery Intrigue #3: Wakestone Hall (Judith Rossell) 

$24.99 $19.99ea

Stella Montgomery is in disgrace, and the Aunts have decided there is only one thing to be done. She is to be sent to
Wakestone Hall, a grim and dreadful boarding school where the disobedient are tamed and the wilful are made meek. Life at
school is lonely and miserable, and when a friend disappears, Stella is determined to find her - no matter the dangers that
certainly lie ahead ... Soon Stella is thrown deeper into the mysteries of Wakestone ... and her own past. Will Stella be able
to save her friend in time?

224. Withering-By-Sea: A Stella Montgomery Intrigue #1

225. Wormwood Mire #2

226. Tales from the Inner City (Shaun Tan) 

$35.00 $28.00

227. Tales of Mr Walker (Jess Black and Sara Acton) 

$24.99 $22.50

228. The Rogues #2: Secret Guardians (Lian Tanner)

$19.99 $18.00

Where can we live if not in each other’s shadow? World-renowned artist Shaun Tan applies his unique imagination to a
reflection on the nature of humans and animals, and our urban coexistence. From crocodile to frog, tiger to bee, this is a dark
and surreal exploration of the perennial love and destruction we feel and inflict - of how animals can save us, and how our lives
are forever entwined, for better or for worse. Tales from the Inner City is a masterful work, bearing all of Shaun Tan’s trademark
wit and poignancy in both its prose and exquisite illustrations. 242 pages
On a brilliant autumn’s day, Mr Walker arrives at the grandest hotel in town. While things may not go exactly to plan, this
charming labrador is determined to put his best paw forward. And it’s just as well because the most unexpected adventures
await . . . The Tales of Mr Walker contains four delightful stories inspired by the real-life Mr Walker, a Guide Dog Ambassador
who now calls Park Hyatt Melbourne home. Royalties from sales of this book go to Guide Dogs Victoria.
Duckling and Pummel are trying to take the Young Margrave to a place of safety, far away from the dreadful Harshman. But
they have enemies they don’t know about, and all too soon they find themselves captured and taken to the salt mines, where
slaves work night and day until they die. Their witchery should save them - but their witchery has gone, vanished. How will
they get it back? Is the girl Sooli their friend or their enemy? And why is Otte’s chicken behaving so strangely?

229. Accidental Heroes #1

$14.99 $15.30

230-233. Tiggy and the Magic Paintbrush (Zanni Louise and Gillian Flint) 

$12.99 $11.70ea

Tiggy is spirited and full of imagination, though she can sometimes be just a little bit shy, and a little bit worried about things
that are out of her control. But everything is A-Okay, because Tiggy has a special secret, a magic paintbrush that can bring
to life anything her imagination dreams up.

230. School Day Smile, A #1
231. Pet Called Nibbles, A #2

232. Birthday Party Trick, A #3
233. Musical Show, A #4

234. Ting Ting the Ghosthunter (Gabrielle Wang) 

$16.99 $13.59

Thirteen-year-old Ting Ting has learned the ancient skills and art of ghost hunting from her adopted grandmother, Por Por, a
famous ghost hunter. But Ting Ting is sick of capturing harmless ‘fat belly’ ghosts, and when a desperate plea for help comes
for Por Por, Ting Ting recklessly decides to take matters into her own hands and prove that she is a true ghost hunter. But
what Ting Ting discovers is much more dangerous than she had thought.

235. Ghost in my Suitcase, A

$16.99 $15.30

236. Tiny Timmy #8: Tiny Timmy: On Holiday! (Tim Cahill and Heath McKenzie) $12.99 $11.70ea
It’s nearly time for school holidays, and Tiny Timmy just can’t wait! He’s been planning on going to soccer camp, seeing his
friends and playing every day! But then Dad tells the family they’re going away on an island holiday... It sounds like fun, but
Timmy’s worried he’ll lose all his soccer skills! Can Timmy stay sharp while he’s away?

237.
238.
239.
240.
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Timmy
Timmy
Timmy

Soccer Superstar #1
Makes the Grade #2
Living the Dream #3
Kid’s World Cup #4

241. Tiny Timmy on Tour #5
242. Tiny Timmy Big Break #6
243. Tiny Timmy New Kid #7
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244. Truly Tan: Baffled #7 (Jennifer Storer and Lucia Mascuillo) 

$16.99 $15.30ea

It is winter in Peppercorn Valley and Tan and her very best friend Gloria go to a bonfire. At school. At night. They also go on a
lantern walk and spy on Journeys End. Journeys End is the creepiest house in Peppercorn Valley. And the old ladies who live
there have painted weird symbols all over the outside walls. What could the symbols mean? Is the house haunted? If so, are
the old ladies in danger? Tan has a hunch they are, but this mystery is complicated and she is baffled!

245. Truly Tan #1
246. Truly Tan: Jinxed! #2
247. Truly Tan: Spooked! #3

248. Truly Tan: Freaked! #4
249. Truly Tan: Hoodwinked! #5
250. Truly Tan: Trapped #6

251. Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Bat (Compilation) 

$19.99 $18.00

An anthology of beastly bedtime stories for all kinds of kids from some of Australia’s most loved children’s authors. Filled with
terrific twists on the traditional - from sleepovers of doom to pirate dance parties - these stories are sure to have kids shaking
in their bed... with laughter. Bursting with humour and full of spooky illustrations Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Bat is the perfect
antidote for bedtime blues. Hardback

252. Weirdo 11: Splashy Weird! (Ahn Do) 

$15.99 $14.40ea

The school swimming carnival is on and Weir isn’t looking forward to ANY of it! Not the TINY cozzies! Or getting water UP HIS
NOSE! And especially not the RACING! Can Weir win for his team? It won’t be easy... but it will be FUNNY!

253.
254.
255.
256.

Weirdo
Weirdo
Weirdo
Weirdo

#1
#2: Even Weirder
#3: Extra Weird
#4: Super Weird

257. Weirdo #5: Totally Weird
258. Weirdo #6: Crazy Weird
259. Weirdo #7: Mega Weird

260. Weirdo #8: Really Weird
261. Weirdo #9: Spooky Weird
262. Weirdo #10: Messy Weird

263. Whimsy and Woe #2: Final Act, The (Rebecca McRitchie and Sonia Kretschmar) $24.99 $22.50ea
As a blazing inferno rages through Whitby City, Whimsy and Woe Mordaunt see their last clue go up
in flames and their journey to find their parents has seemingly come to a fiery end. That is until
the siblings spot a very familiar man in the crowd…In the final act to this dramatic tale, Whimsy
and Woe must escape villainous thieves, travel beneath a desert and perform a death-defying
trapeze act in the Benton Brothers Circus…all before going undercover at the annual Thespian
Society Masquerade Ball. Can they stop The Purple Puppeteer’s evil plans in time and rescue
their parents?

264. Whimsy and Woe #1
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265. 100 Cupboards: Door Before: 100 Cupboards Prequel, The (ND Wilson) 

$12.99 $11.70

266. 100 Cupboards #1
267. Dandelion Fire #2

$18.99 $17.10

Hyacinth Smith can see things that others miss, stop attack dogs from attacking, and grow trees where no trees have grown
before. But she’s never had a real home. When her father tells them they’ve inherited a house from their great-aunt, Hyacinth
sees trouble brewing. Their great-aunt has been playing with forces beyond her control, using her lightning-tree forest to create
doors to other worlds. When one door opens, two boys tumble through . . . bringing with them a battle with the undying witchqueen, Nimiane. Hyacinth, together with the boys, must use her newfound magic and all of her courage to journey straight
into the witch’s kingdom in a daring plan to trap evil and kill the immortal.

$16.99 $15.30
$18.99 $17.10

268. Chestnut King #3 

269. Afterwards, The (A F Harrold and Emily Gravett) 

$24.99 $22.50

270. Anne Frank’s Diary: Graphic Novel (Ari Folman and David Polonsky) 

$29.99 $27.00

Fact- Ember and Ness are best friends. There’s nothing more to say about it. It is what it is. It is what will always be. Ember and
Ness. Then Ness dies. It is sudden and unexpected and leaves Ember completely empty. How can this be? When Ember finds
a way into the Afterworld, she determines to bring Ness back. Because that’s what friends do isn’t it? A powerful, poignant,
darkly comic and deeply moving story about friendship at its most extraordinary. Hardback

In Amsterdam, in the summer of 1942, the Nazis forced teenager Anne Frank and her family into hiding. For over two years,
they, another family and a German dentist lived in a ‘secret annexe’, fearing discovery. All that time, Anne kept a diary.
The Diary of a Young Girl is an inspiring and tragic account of an ordinary life lived in extraordinary circumstances that has
enthralled readers for generations. Published in graphic format for the first time, The Graphic Diary of Anne Frank is a stunning
new adaptation of one of the greatest books of the last century.

271. AWOL #2: Last Safe Moment (Andrew Lane) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

Young Bond meets Alex Rider and Cherub in this brilliantly written, fast-paced spy action thriller. Several deaths have
occurred amongst members of staff in the Goldfinch Institute, a research facility in Albuquerque, USA, which manufactures
highly classified weapon systems for the British Army, the Secret Intelligence Service and SIS-TERR. Bex’s job is to go to
Albuquerque and covertly investigate to see if there is any threat to British interests, but there’s a problem - the Head of
Security of the Goldfinch Institute is someone she was at university with. Bex is forced to call on Kieron’s help again, as he
goes out undercover in her place with a faked identity as a teenage computer genius. As Bex investigates the deaths of the
Goldfinch employees, there seems to be something more sinister lurking behind them…

272. AWOL #1: Agent Without Licence
273. Bad Mermaids #2: On the Rocks (Sibeal Pounder) 

$12.99 $11.70ea

Mermaids Beattie, Mimi and Zelda, and Steve the talking seahorse, are trapped aboard the spooky ship The Merry Mary,
heading for the presumed-mythical Crocodile Kingdom a vast, crocodile-filled metropolis where nothing is quite as it seems.
It’s time to swim on down to the bright green lights and explore the oldest and grandest mermaid kingdom of them all! Just
don’t let any mermaid know you’re not from there. Or else.

274. Bad Mermaids #1
275-282. Bear Grylls Adventures (Bear Grylls) 

$9.99 $9.00ea

Each book in this fun series from BEAR GRYLLS follows a different child on the outdoor activity camp. Once they are given
the magical compass, they meet the inspirational adventurer in an amazing place and learn new skills and facts they can take
with them back to their real life.

275.
276.
277.
278.

Blizzard Challenge #1
Desert Challenge #2
Jungle Challenge #3
Sea Challenge#4

279.
280.
281.
282.

River Challenge #5
Earthquake Challenge #6
Volcano Challenge, The #7
Safari Challenge, The #8
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283-286. Beast Quest Series 22 (Adam Blade) 

$12.99 $11.70ea

Tom and Elenna’s pirate enemy, Ria, is back - and she has a deadly new plan to take over the kingdom of Makai.

283. Jurog the Hammer of the Jungle
284. Larnak the Swarming Menace

285. Menox the Sabre-Toothed Terror
286. Nersepha the Cursed Siren

287. Big Nate Goes Bananas: Graphic Novel (Lincoln Peirce) 

$16.99 $15.30

The school year is winding down, and Nate can’t wait for summer vacation: baseball, beach trips, and…overripe bananas?
Yuck! Turns out Nate has a problem with fruit that’s past its prime. And that’s not all that’s bugging him. Kim Cressly is making
Chester jealous at Nate’s expense, Arthur is challenging him in the Hunny Bursts mascot contest, and his replacement social
studies teacher is none other than Coach John. In banana terms, it’s all left Nate feeling a little bruised. Can he make it to summer
without slipping up?

288.
289.
290.
291.
292.
293.

Big Nate and Friends
$16.99 $15.30
Big Nate from the Top
$16.99 $15.30
Big Nate Game On!
$16.99 $15.30
Big Nate Makes the Grade
$16.99 $15.30
Big Nate Out Loud
$16.99 $15.30
Big Nate, What Could Possibly 		
Go Wrong?
$14.99 $13.50
294. Big Nate: Good Old-Fashioned Wedgie $16.99 $15.30
295. Big Nate: Genius Mode
$14.99 $13.50
296. Big Nate: Great Minds Think Alike $16.99 $15.30

297. Big Nate: Here Goes Nothing 
$14.99
298. Big Nate: I Can’t Take It! 
$16.99
299. Big Nate: Mr Popularity 
$14.99
300. Big Nate: Revenge of the Cream Puffs$16.99
301. Big Nate: Say Good-bye to Dork City $16.99
302. Big Nate: Silent but Deadly 
$16.99
303. Big Nate: Crowd Goes Wild 
$16.99
304. Big Nate: Thunka, Thunka, Thunka  $16.99
305. Big Nate: Welcome to My World 
$16.99
306. What’s a Little Noogie Between Friends? $16.99

307. Boy Who Lived With Dragons, The (Andy Shepherd and Sara Ogilvie) $

$13.50
$15.30
$13.50
$15.30
$15.30
$15.30
$15.30
$15.30
$15.30
$15.30

12.99 $11.70ea

Polly Faber Tomas has a secret - a big secret. He has his own tiny dragon, Flicker! A dragon which grew on a very special
tree at the bottom of his grandad’s garden. And not only that - his friends Ted, Kai and Kat have dragons too, all grown on
the same dragonfruit tree. Having your own dragon is magical - but Tomas is also about to find out what living with a dragon
is REALLY like. One thing is for sure, life is never dull when you have a dragon in your pocket.

308. Boy Who Grew Dragons, The
309. Captain Rosalie (Timothee De Fombell and Isabelle Arsenault) 

$19.99 $18.00

In this astonishingly-drawn wartime story, a little girl called Rosalie is a captain on a very secret mission - a mission to learn how
to read. Mother reads often to Rosalie, especially when Father sends them letters from the front line describing the forest in
the distance, the churned-up soil and the soldiers hiding in holes. But as Rosalie gets further along in her mission and begins
to piece together the words in her father’s letters, the truth about the consequences of war are finally and irrevocably revealed.

310. Captain Underpants #6: Captain Underpants and the Big, Bad Battle of the Bionic Booger Boy,
Part 1: The Night of the Nasty Nostril Nuggets (Dav PIlkey) 
$15.99 $14.40ea

George and Harold are up to their old tricks again, and when their latest prank makes a direct hit on school brainiac Melvin
Sneedly, he decides to get even! But in the blink of an eye -- and the sneeze of a nose -- Melvin goes from snooty to snotty,
and the Bionic Booger Boy is born! Can Captain Underpants clean up this catastrophe, or will the mucous monster make a
mess of things? Hardback - Full Colour Editions

311.
312.
313.
314.
315.

Adventures of Captain Underpants #1
Captain Underpants and the Attack of the Talking Toilets #2
Captain Underpants and the Invasion of the Incredibly Naughty Cafeteria Ladies from Outer Space #3
Captain Underpants and the Perilous Plot of Professor Poopypants #4
Captain Underpants & the Wrath of the Wicked Wedgie Woman #5

316-323. Choose Your Own Adventure (PA Montgomery) 

$9.99 $9.00ea

The original Choose Your Own Adventure books were one of the most popular children’s series during the 1980s and 1990s,
selling more than 250 million copies. These original titles have been reprinted to introduce a whole new generation of readers
to the iconic series.

316.
317.
318.
319.

Abominable Snowman, The #1
Journey Under the Sea #2
Space and Beyond #3
Lost Jewels of Nabooti, The #4

320.
321.
322.
323.

Mystery of the Maya #5
House of Danger #6
Race Forever #7
Escape #8

324. Daisy and the Trouble with School Trips (Kes Gray) 

$14.99 $13.50

325. Day I Became the Most Wanted Boy in the World, The (Tom McLaughlin) 

$12.99 $11.70

326. Dear Professor Whale (Megumi Iwasa and Jun Takabatake) 

$16.99 $15.30

327. Diary of a Minecraft Creeper# 4: Breaking Wind (Zack Zombie) 

$9.99 $9.00ea

Daisy is going on a school trip to Bobbington Hall, with lots of other children and few teachers. There’ll be suits of armour,
olden toilets and there may even be secret passages. Trouble is, can anyone find them? And what happens if they do? For all
titles in this series type DAISY BOOK in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au and filter by author.
Nine year old Pete is about to have the worst day ever in this hilarious adventure. There’s nothing Pete loves more than sitting
at home, being quiet and watching the snooker. But when he accidentally bumps into a local gangster, Pete and his super
annoying next door neighbour, Sammy, are caught up in a series of events that get worse and worse at each and every turn.
Now Pete is in a race against time to prove his innocence – but it’s tricky to do that, especially when everyone thinks that
you’re the most wanted boy in the world.
Professor Whale is the only whale left at Whale Point. He thinks often of the old days when his friends were all around and they
competed at the Whale Point Olympics. One day, he gets a letter from Wally. The young whale has heard about the great big
enormous whale who won gold for his spectacular spouting. That gets him thinking. What if there could be a new Olympics,
with the sea full of whales again?
Jasper’s birthday is coming up! As well as organising a super-cool party for all his friends, he has to deal with his feelings for
the new girl at school. And on top of that... a mob biology exam? There’s no way to fart all these problems away!

328. Creeper Life #1

329. Silent But Deadly #2

330. Attack of the Barking Spider #3

331. Diary of a Minecraft Enderman #1: Enderman Rules (Zack Zombie) $9.99 $9.00
Meet Elliot, an eleven-year-old Enderman who has to live by the Enderman Rules. There are rules about
everything, from pearls to teleporting to The End. But the thing is it’s hard to live by the Enderman Rules
and Elliot isn’t particularly good at it. When a practical joke goes wrong and a giant Spider kidnaps half
his class, Elliot knows that it’s his fault. Will Elliot be able to stop the giant Spider in time and save his
classmates from being Spider dinner? Can he ever redeem himself?
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332. Diary of a Minecraft Zombie #17: Zombie’s Excellent Adventure (Zack Zombie) $9.99 $9.00ea

Minecraft has gone through another major update. Normally, a few things might disappear... but this time, half of the Minecraft
Overworld has disappeared! The only way for Zombie and Steve to figure out what happened is to travel back in time. If they
can unroll Minecraft back to a previous update...they might just be able to save the Overworld. But it’s not going to be easy,
because the Evil Corporation and its Agents are causing them trouble at every turn…

333. Scare of a Dare, A #1
334. Bullies and Buddies #2
335. When Nature Calls #3
336. Zombie Swap #4
337. School Daze #5

338.
339.
340.
341.
342.

Zombie Goes to Camp #6
343.
Zombie Family Reunion #7
344.
Back to Scare School #8
345.
Zombie’s Birthday Apocalypse #9 346.
One Bad Apple #10	347.
348.

Insides Out #11
Pixelmon Gone! #12
Friday Night Frights #13
Cloudy With a Chance of Apocalypse #14
Attack of the Gnomes #15
Down the Drain #16

349-352. Diary of an 8-Bit Warrior (Cube Kid) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

Minecraft meets Diary of a Wimpy Kid in the very popular 8-Bit Warrior series. The journals of a young Minecraft villager who
dares to dream of becoming a Minecraft warrior!

349. Diary of an 8-Bit Warrior #1
350. From Seeds to Swords#2

351. Crafting Alliances #3
352. Path of the Diamond#4

353. Dodo Made Me Do It, The (Jo Simmons and Sheena Dempsey) 

$12.99 $11.70

354. Dogchild (Kevin Brooks) 

$19.99 $18.00

355. Dog Man #5: Dog Man: Lord Of The Fleas (Dav PIlkey) 

$16.99 $15.30

356.
357.
358.
359.

$12.99
$16.99
$16.99
$16.99

SUMMER HOLIDAYS = BORING! And Danny’s dreading another one at his gran’s. He’s desperate for action, fun and
adventure! And this year amazingly and unbelievably he gets it all, when he finds a dodo on a tiny island. A what? Yes!
This is going to be the wildest summer holiday ever! (It might even be more than he can handle) Are you in?

Jeet was raised by a pack of wild dogs. Recaptured and ‘rehumanised’, Jeet now lives with the last of his people in an ancient
walled town in the vast expanse of the Deathlands, besieged by a much larger enemy clan. They are preparing for the final
battle and it’s Jeet’s task to record the events. But Jeet is struggling to come to terms with his half-human, half-dog identity.
Can the impending conflict, and his relationship with another rehumanised dogchild, shed any light on what it takes to be a
survivor?
With Petey the Cat safely behind bars (for now) it’s time for the police force to get to the bottom of Petey’s evil ways. What
drives him to do such misdeeds? Too much playtime with a laser light toy, perhaps? Or maybe he’s just tired and hasn’t had
enough time to catnap. Petey’s talking, but is he coming clean? Dog Man and Li’l Petey are on the case and will soon find out
whether the felonious feline is crafting a cat’s cradle of lies, or if he’s finally telling the truth.

Dog
Dog
Dog
Dog

Man:
Man:
Man:
Man:

Graphic Novel #1 
Unleashed Graphic Novel #2 
Tale of Two Kitties Graphic Novel #3 
Dog Man and Cat Kid #4 

360. Dog Who Lost His Bark (Eoin Colfer and PJ Lynch) 

$11.70
$15.30
$15.30
$15.30

$19.99 $15.99

A warm, uplifting story for young readers about a boy and his dog and the power of music to heal. Patrick has been desperate
for a dog of his own for a long as he can remember - and this summer, with his father away, he longs for a buddy more
than ever. In his short doggy life, Oz has suffered at the hands of BAD PEOPLE. Somewhere out there, he believes, is an
AWESOME BOY - his BOY. Maybe when they find each other he will learn to BARK again…

361. Dork Diaries #13: Dork Diaries: Birthday Drama! (Rachel Renee Russell) 

$16.99 $15.30ea

Nikki and her BFF’s Chloe and Zoey have been planning a birthday party of epic proportions! There’s just one problem—Nikki’s
mom says no way to the budget they need to make it happen. Nikki’s ready to call the whole thing off, but some surprising
twists might take that decision out of her hands, and help comes from the person Nikki would least expect. One way or
another, this will be a birthday that Nikki will never forget!

362.
363.
364.
365.
366.
367.

Dork
Dork
Dork
Dork
Dork
Dork

368.
369.
370.
371.
372.
373.

Diaries #1
Diaries: Party Time #2
Diaries: Pop Star #3
Diaries: Skating Sensation #4
Diaries: Dear Dork #5
Diaries: Holiday Heartbreak #6

Dork
Dork
Dork
Dork
Dork
Dork

Diaries:
Diaries:
Diaries:
Diaries:
Diaries:
Diaries:

TV Star #7
Once Upon a Dork #8
Drama Queen #10
Puppy Love #11
Frenemies Forever #12
Crush Catastrophe #13

374-375. Enola Holmes Mystery (Nancy Springer) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

Enola Holmes might be the much younger sister of Sherlock Holmes, but she manages to outsmart him at every turn, solving
thrilling mysteries in her very own way...

374. Case of the Missing Marquess, The #1

375. Case of the Left Handed Lady, The #2

376. Flying Fergus #9: Secret Cycle Scoop, The (Chris Hoy) 

$12.99 $11.70ea

Daisy came fifth in the tryouts, so she’s the squad’s first reserve, and despite training and hanging out as usual, Fergus can
sense his best friend isn’t herself. There’s another mystery too - a rival newspaper keep getting exclusive cycling scoops, and
unless the culprit selling secrets can be unmasked, Jambo’s job is under threat and the wedding to Fergus’s mum might have
to be postponed. So who is the snitch?

377.
378.
379.
380.

Great Cycle Challenge, The #1
Best Birthday Bike, The #2
Big Biscuit Bike Off, The #3
Championship Cheats, The #4

381.
382.
383.
384.

Winning Team, The #5
Cycle Search and Rescue, The #6
Wreck-It Race, The #7
Trouble on the Track #8

385. Genius Factor #3: How to Tame a Human Torpedo (Paul Tobin) 

$12.99 $11.70ea

It’s Friday the 13th again, and Nate hasn’t just done one really stupid thing. He hasn’t even done THREE crazy things like
normal. No, this time he’s gone and hidden his inventions all over town. He’s trying to avoid the Red Death Tea Society but
they know where Nate lives now, so his only choice is to conceal his experiments in places they wouldn’t think to look. But
things are about to go very, very wrong, including- an overwhelming amount of toads, zebras running wild, and lightning
storms that just won’t quit…

386. How to Capture an Invisible Cat #1

387. How to Outsmart A Billion Robot Bees #2

388. Geronimo Stilton #69: Hug a Tree, Geronimo (Geronimo Stilton) 

$12.99 $11.70

Geronimo decides to buy his aunt’s old farm where he used to spend the holidays. It’s filled with memories
from his childhood. There is a large oak tree in the yard that holds legendary secrets. How can Geronimo
unlock the mystery? For all titles in this series type GERONIMO STILTON in the search facility at
www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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389. Geronimo Stilton Classic Tales #7: Secret Garden, The (Geronimo Stilton) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

When young Mary loses her parents, she is sent to live with her uncle in Misselthwaite. His house is very sad and gloomy, but
soon Mary discovers a forgotten garden. It has long been kept a secret, and Mary can’t wait to plant new flowers and bring
it back to life again. Join her on this adventure into the secret garden!

390. Treasure Island #1
391. Little Women #2

392. Around the World in 80 Days #3
393. Wonderful Wizard of Oz #4

394. Alice in Wonderland #5
395. Moby Dick #6

396. G
 eronimo Stilton: Kingdom Of Fantasy #11: Guardian of the Realm, The
(Geronimo Stilton) 

$19.99 $18.00ea

During Geronimo’s training on the Balanced Path, he learned that Queen Blossom has had a baby! The Kingdom of Fantasy
had a new princess named Winglet! But just after she was born, the princess was kidnapped from her crib in the castle.
Geronimo travelled to the castle to help figure out who took Princess Winglet and return her to her loving parents as quickly
as possible. Would his training be enough to get him up to the task?

397.
398.
399.
400.
401.

Kingdom of Fantasy, The
Quest for Paradise, The
Amazing Voyage, The
Dragon Prophecy, The
Volcano of Fire, The

402.
403.
404.
405.
406.

Search for Treasure, The
Enchanted Charms, The
Hour of Magic, The
Wizard’s Wand, The
Ship of Secrets, The

407. Geronimo Stilton Reporter #1: Operation: Shufongfong (Geronimo Stilton) 

$14.99 $13.50

Geronimo Stilton is back in new comic stories based on the animated series, now airing on Netflix! The famous Prince
Nogouda pays a visit to New Mouse City and ace reporter Geronimo Stilton has an exclusive interview. Meanwhile, at the
Mouse Museum, the rare breed of Shufongfong lizards have been kidnapped! Could like Prince and his kingdom in the Bandel
jungle have anything to do with this? Geronimo, Thea, Trap, and Benjamin are on the case!

408. Girl with a Dragon Heart, The (Stephanie Burgis) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

Silke has always been good at spinning the truth and storytelling. So good that just years after arriving as a penniless orphan,
she has found her way up to working for the most splendid chocolate makers in the city (and becoming best friends with
a dragon). Now her gift for weaving words has caught the eye of the royal family, who want to use her as a spy when the
mysterious and dangerous Fairy royal family announce they will visit the city. But Silke has her own dark, secret reasons for
not trusting Fairies. Can Silke find out the truth about the Fairies while keeping her own secrets?

409. Dragon with a Chocolate Heart, The
410-413. Goosebumps (RL Stine) 

$9.99 $9.00ea

A whole lot of scaring for a whole new audience! Here are the latest 4 titles in the Goosebumps series to reprint. For all titles
in this series type GOOSEBUMPS in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

410. Headless Ghost, The #33
411. Haunted Mask 2, The #34

412. Bride of the Living Dummy #35
413. Attack of the Jack-O-Lanterns #36

414. Head Kid (David Baddiel) 

$19.99 $18.00

415. Hetty Feather’s Christmas #6 (Jacqueline Wilson and Nick Sharratt) 

$14.99 $13.50

416. Hetty Feather #1
417. Sapphire Battersea #2
418. Emerald Star #3

$17.99 $16.20
$18.99 $17.10

Strictest head ÷ naughtiest boy = chaos. Bracket Wood is about to be visited by the school inspectors. But there’s one big
problem: Ryan Ward. The maestro of practical jokes, Ryan has played so many tricks that in the end the Head Teacher just
walks out. And then the new Head Teacher, Mr Carter, arrives. A man so strict even the teachers are scared of him. So imagine
his surprise – and Ryan’s – when they swap bodies. Now Ryan is Head Teacher – and his mortal enemy is one of his pupils…
An unexpected gift leads to trouble for Hetty on Christmas Day at the Foundling Hospital, and the dreaded Matron Bottomly is
delighted to have an excuse to exclude Hetty from the festive celebrations. Poor Hetty is distraught - but just when it seems
that all is lost, a dear friend arrives to whisk her away for a Christmas unlike any other…full of friendship, fun and festive cheer.

$15.99 $14.40
$17.99 $16.20
$16.99 $15.30

419. Diamond #4 
420. Little Stars #5 

421. Horizon #4: Apex Predator (MT Anderson) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

The journey through the rift becomes even rockier as the survivors are forced to take to the water, crossing a vast deepwater
basin on improvised boats. To make it, Molly and the others must work together, but a rift of a different kind is forming among
the survivors. If they aren’t careful, it could eat them alive.

422. Horizon #1

423. Horizon: Deadzone #2

424. Warp in Time, A #3

425. House with a Clock in its Walls, The (John Bellairs) 

$14.99 $13.50

426. Hubert Horatio #1: How to Raise Your Grown ups (Lauren Child) 

$19.99 $15.99

427. Ivy and Bean #11: Ivy and Bean: One Big Happy Family
(Annie Barrows and Sophie Blackall) 

$24.99 $22.50

When Lewis Barnavelt, an orphan, comes to stay with his uncle Jonathan, he expects to meet an ordinary person. But
Jonathan and his next-door neighbour, Mrs Zimmermann, are both witches! Lewis couldn’t be happier. What’s not to like
about seeing his uncle practise spells and eating Mrs Zimmermann’s delicious cookies? At first, watching magic is enough.
Then Lewis experiments with magic himself and resurrects the former owner of the house, Selenna Izard. It seems that evil
Selenna and her husband built a timepiece into the walls - a clock that could obliterate humankind. As the clock can be heard
ticking away in the house all the time, sometimes louder, sometimes quieter, sometimes faster, sometimes slower, it is up to
the Barnavelts to find where it is hidden in the walls - and stop it. A true race against time…
The Bobton-Trent seniors certainly know how to make the most of their extravagant wealth – socialising, doing things, buying
things and generally being more than a little bit … irresponsible…Luckily for them, their son Hubert Horatio is an exceptionally
intelligent, talented and sensible child. Unluckily for Hubert, this tends to mean that a lot of his spare time is spent steering his
rather unruly set of grown-ups out of trouble!

Ivy’s worried. She’s read a lot of books about only children, so she knows that they are sometimes spoiled rotten. They don’t
share their toys. They never do any work. They scream and cry when they don’t get their way. Spoiler alert! Ivy doesn’t have
any brothers or sisters. That’s why she’s worried. How can she keep from getting spoiled? There’s really only one solution: she
needs a baby sister, on the double! Luckily, Ivy and Bean know just where to get one. Hardback

428.
429.
430.
431.
432.
433.
434.
435.
436.
437.
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Ivy
Ivy
Ivy
Ivy
Ivy
Ivy
Ivy
Ivy
Ivy
Ivy

and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

Bean #1 
$12.99
Bean and the Ghost That Had To Go #2 
$12.99
Bean Break the Fossil Record #3 $12.99
Bean Take Care of the Babysitter #4
$12.99
Bean Bound To Be Bad #5
$12.99
Bean: Doomed To Dance #6 
$12.99
Bean What’s the Big Idea? #7 
$12.99
Bean No News Is Good News #8 
$12.99
Bean Make the Rules #9 
$12.99
Bean Take the Case #10 
$12.99

$11.70
$11.70
$11.70
$11.70
$11.70
$11.70
$11.70
$11.70
$11.70
$11.70
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438. Judy Moody and the Right Royal Tea Party #14 (Megan McDonald and Peter H Reynolds) $9.99 $9.00ea

Bad moods, good moods, even right-royal-tea moods – Judy has them all in this brand new adventure, perfect for fans of
Jacqueline Wilson and Lauren Child. With Grandma Lou’s help, Judy has dug up proof that some old-timey Moodys lived in
merry olde England. In fact, if her grandpa’s notes are right, Judy might even be related to — royal fanfare, please – the Queen
herself! But then Judy’s family tree gets a few more shakes and some more surprises come tumbling out.

439.
440.
441.
442.
443.
444.
445.

Judy Moody #1
Judy Moody Gets Famous! #2
Judy Moody Saves the World! #3
Judy Moody Predicts the Future #4
Judy Moody: The Doctor Is In! #5
Judy Moody Declares Independence! #6
Judy Moody Around the World in 8½ Days #7

446.
447.
448.
449.
450.
451.

Judy Moody Goes to College #8
Judy Moody, Girl Detective #9
Judy Moody and the Not Bummer Summer #10
Judy Moody and the Bad Luck Charm #11
Judy Moody, Mood Martian #12
Judy Moody and the Bucket List #13

452. King Flashypants #5: King Flashypants and the Snowball Of Doom (Andy Riley) $15.99 $14.40ea

It’s pretty nippy in Edwinland and Nurbisonia. In fact, it’s the coldest winter in a hundred years! After evil Emperor Nurbison
steals all his peasants’ firewood and woolly hats just because he can, they go to live with nine-year-old King Edwin in
Edwinland instead. The furious emperor talks the scary Ice Folk into joining him in his latest dastardly plan to make life difficult
for Edwin and his new peasants, but Edwin is determined not to let Nurbison get away with it…

453. King Flashypants and the Evil Emperor #1
454. King Flashypants and the Creature from Crong #2

455. King Flashypants and the Toys of Terror #3
456. King Flashypants and the Boo-Hoo Witches #4

457. Louisiana’s Way Home (Kate DiCamillo) 

$19.99 $18.00

When Louisiana Elefante’s granny wakes her up in the middle of the night to tell her that the day of reckoning has arrived and
they have to leave home immediately, Louisiana isn’t overly worried. After all, Granny has many middle-of-the-night ideas. But
this time, things are different. This time, Granny intends for them never to return. Separated from her best friends, Raymie and
Beverly, Louisiana struggles to oppose the winds of fate (and Granny) and find a way home. But as Louisiana’s life becomes
entwined with the lives of the people of a small Georgia town she starts to worry that she is destined only for good-byes.

458. Magic Misfits #2: Magic Misfits: Second Story, The (Neil Patrick Harris) 

$16.99 $15.30ea

A curious visitor. A link to the past. A new riddle to solve …Leila is a gifted escape artist, but she’s never been able to unlock
the mysteries of her past. She likes living with her adopted dads above Mr Vernon’s magic shop, yet she’s always wondered
about her birth parents – and the key they gave her when she was a baby. So when an old friend pays a visit to her dad and
poppa, could she reveal Leila’s hidden history?

459. Magic Misfits, The #1
460. Magisterium #5: Golden Tower (Cassandra Clare) 

$17.99 $16.20

A generation ago, powerful mage Constantine Madden came close to achieving what no magician had ever achieved- the
ability to bring back the dead. He didn’t succeed . . . but he did find a way to keep himself alive, inside a young child named
Callum Hunt. Callum has battled chaos and evil across four years of magical training at the Magisterium, eventually defeating
the armies of chaos in an epic battle. It came at a cost. Now, triumphant and heartbroken, Callum Hunt has just about had
enough, and is ready to complete his training. But the evil Callum faced has not given up just yet.

461. Iron Trial, The
462. Copper Gauntlet, The

$19.99 $18.00
$19.99 $18.00

463. Bronze Key, The
464. Silver Mask, The

$19.99 $18.00
$17.99 $16.20

465. Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard: 9 From the Nine Worlds (Rick Riordan)  $19.99 $18.00

An all-new collection of short stories from the world of Magnus Chase! How well do you know the nine Norse realms? Do
you get all those heims mixed up? Well, this collection of rollicking short stories - each set in a different world and told by a
different character from the Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard series - will help straighten you out. And even if it doesn’t,
you’ll enjoy reading about how Alex saves Amir’s pants, Samirah plucks a giant’s harp, Mallory teaches a dragon how to throw
down insults, and much more. Hardback

466. Magnus Chase and the Sword of Summer 
467. Magnus Chase and the Hammer of Thor 
468. Magnus Chase and the Ship of the Dead 

$17.99 $16.20
$17.99 $16.20
$17.99 $16.20

469. Max Einstein: Genius Experiment (James Patterson) 

$16.99 $15.30

Twelve-year-old orphan Max Einstein (like Albert Einstein himself) is not your typical genius. Max hacks the computer system
at NYU in order to attend college courses (even though she hates tests), builds homemade inventions to help the homeless,
and plays speed chess in the park. Her not-so-normal life is crazy but predictable until... Max is recruited by a mysterious
organisation! Their mission- solve some of the world’s toughest problems using science. But that’s only if the sinister outfit
known only as The Corporation doesn’t get to her first...

470. Murder Most Unladylike Mystery #8: Death in the Spotlight (Robin Stevens)  $16.99 $15.30ea

Someone will take their final bow . . . Fresh from their adventures in Hong Kong, Hazel Wong and Daisy Wells have returned
to England. But they’re not going straight back to school - first they’re staying with Daisy’s uncle Felix in London. But when
London life gets a bit too exciting, the girls are packed off to the Rue Theatre to face an entirely new challenge- acting. But
adventure has a nasty habit of catching up with the Detective Society, and it soon becomes clear there is trouble afoot at the
Rue. Jealousy, threats and horrible pranks quickly spiral out of control - and then a body is found…

471. Murder Most Unladylike #1 474. Jolly Foul Play #4
475. Mistletoe and Murder #5
472. Arsenic for Tea #2
476. Cream Buns and Crime #6
473. First Class Murder #3

477. Spoonful of Murder, A #7

478. Ned’s Circus of Marvels #3: Darkening King, The (Justin Fisher) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

The Armstrongs are both predator and prey, hunting for clues to help them fight the Darkening-King, while constantly watching
their backs. This time it’s not just the world of the Hidden searching for them: the Josser world is intent on capturing the family
too. Leading the search is the curious Mr Fox and his agents in grey, and they’ve found an ally who knows Ned’s every move.
As the world of the Hidden begins to fall apart, its horde of Demons and Darklings threatens to spill out of the shadows at any
moment. Fearsome enemies will become allies and old allies enemies, as Ned prepares himself for the final battle.

479. Ned’s Circus of Marvels #1

480. Gold Thief, The #2

481-498. Other Side of the Story (Various) 

$12.99 $11.70ea

The Other Side of the Story series gives “misunderstood” characters from classic fairy tales their long-overdue turn in the
spotlight, encouraging lively discussions about perspective and truth.

481.
482.
483.
484.
485.
486.
487.
488.
489.

Believe Me, Goldilocks Rocks!
Believe Me, I Never Felt a Pea!
For Real, I Paraded In My Underpants NEW
Frankly, I Never Wanted to Kiss Anybody!
Frankly, I’d Rather Spin Myself a New Name!
Honestly, Our Music Stole the Show!
Honestly, Red Riding Hood Was Rotten
Listen, My Bridge Is So Cool! NEW
No Kidding, Mermaids are a Joke!

490.
491.
492.
493.
494.
495.
496.
497.
498.

No Lie, Pigs (And Their Houses) Can Fly!
No Lie, I Acted Like a Beast
Really, Rapunzel Needed a Haircut!
Seriously, Cinderella is so Annoying!
Seriously, Snow White Was so Forgetful
Truly, We Both Loved Beauty Dearly!
Trust Me, Hansel and Gretel are Sweet!
Trust Me, Jack’s Beanstalk Stinks!
Truthfully, Something Smelled Fishy!
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499. New David Walliams Novel (Due November 2018)

$22.99 $18.39

500. Ogre Enchanted (Gail Carson Levine) 

$24.99 $22.50

501. Pages and Co #1: Tilly and the Book Wanderers (Anna James) 

$19.99 $18.00

The 11th novel from No. 1 bestselling children's author, David Walliams. *Caution: may make you laugh your head off!

Evie is happiest when she is healing people, diagnosing symptoms and prescribing medications, with the help of her devoted
friend (and test subject) Wormy. So when Wormy unexpectedly proposes to her, she kindly turns him down; she has far too
much to do to be marrying anyone. And besides, she simply isn’t in love with him. But a certain meddling fairy named Lucinda
has been listening in, and she doesn’t approve of Evie’s rejection. Evie now has only sixty-two days to accept another proposal
- or else be stuck as an ogre forever! Hardback
Eleven year-old Tilly has lived above her grandparents’ bookshop ever since her mother disappeared shortly after she was
born. Like the rest of her family, Tilly loves nothing more than to escape into the pages of her favourite stories. One day Tilly
realises that classic children’s characters are appearing in the shop through the magic of ‘book wandering’ – crossing over
from the page into real life. With the help of Anne of Green Gables and Alice in Wonderland, Tilly is determined to solve the
mystery of what happened to her mother all those years ago. Hardback

502. Percy Jackson and the Battle of the Labyrinth: Graphic Novel (Rick Riordan) $24.99 $22.50

Half Boy. Half God. ALL Hero. Honestly, blowing up another school was the last thing I wanted to do. As the son of a Greek
God, I’ve had my share of near-death disaster - and now my arch enemy Luke wants to invade our camp via an ancient
labyrinth. If he succeeds, thousands of bloodthirsty monsters will attack. So it’s goodbye sunshine, hello darkness as four of
us descend into the terrifying underground and beyond . . .

503. Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief: Graphic Novel 
504. Percy Jackson and the Sea of Monsters Graphic Novel 
505. Percy Jackson and the Titan’s Curse: Graphic Novel 

$26.99 $24.30
$26.99 $24.30
$26.99 $24.30

506. P
 rincess in Black and the Science Fair Scare, The #6
(Shannon Hale and Leuyen Pham) 

$19.99 $18.00

Princess Magnolia is excited. Excited and nervous. She’s going to the Interkingdom Science Fair today to present her poster
about seeds and plants, and when she arrives, she sees that her friends are there too! Princess Honeysuckle made a mole
habitat, Princess Sneezewort has built a blanket fort, and Tommy Wigtower has a talking volcano that’s saying “EAAAAT!”
Wait, what? A surprise goo monster makes this a job for the Princess in Black, and the Princess in Blankets is on the scene
to lend a hand. But will two masked heroes be enough to save the science fair? Hardback

507.
508.
509.
510.
511.

Princess
Princess
Princess
Princess
Princess

in
in
in
in
in

Black
Black
Black
Black
Black


$9.99
& the Perfect Princess Party 
$9.99
and the Hungry Bunny Horde
$9.99
Takes a Vacation$9.99
& the Mysterious Playdate 
$9.99

$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00

512. Phoebe and her Unicorn #8: Unicorn Theater: Graphic Novel (Dana Simpson) $16.99 $15.30ea

Phoebe and Marigold Heavenly Nostrils are off to drama camp, a natural destination for the imaginative duo. When they arrive,
they’re surprised to see frenemy Dakota and Marigold’s sister, Florence Unfortunate Nostrils. Their assignment? To write and
produce a whole play! Yikes, that’s a lot of pressure. Only time will tell if they will be able to work together to make sure the
show goes on!

513. Phoebe and Her Unicorn: Graphic Novel #1
514. Unicorn on a Roll: Graphic Novel #2
515. Unicorn Vs Goblins: Graphic Novel #3
516. Razzle Dazzle Unicorn: Graphic Novel #4

517. Unicorn Crossing: Graphic Novel #5
518. Phoebe and Her Unicorn in the Magic Storm:
Graphic Novel #6
519. Unicorn of Many Hats: Graphic Novel #7

520. Pug Who Wanted to be a Unicorn, The (Bella Swift)

$12.99 $11.70

Always be yourself. Unless you can be a unicorn. When she’s abandoned just before Christmas, Peggy the pug is taken in
by a foster family with a unicorn-mad little girl. Peggy thinks that her new friend, Chloe, wants a unicorn for Christmas - not a
puppy. Believing that anything is possible, Peggy decides that she will turn into a unicorn. All she needs is a long silky mane,
a glowing horn, and the ability to do magic! Easy, right?

521-524. Rainbow Magic Endangered Animals (Daisy Meadows) 

$12.99 $11.70ea

Join Rachel and Kirsty on an animal rescue adventure! Kirsty and Rachel are going to a very special safari park! They are very
excited to help the endangered animals who live there. But naughty Jack Frost wants to steal the animals for himself!

521. Etta the Elephant Fairy #1
522. Priya the Polar Bear Fairy #2

523. Chelsea the Chimpanzee Fairy #3
524. Selma the Snow Leopard Fairy #4

525. Rainbow Magic: Evelyn the Mermicorn Fairy (Daisy Meadows) 

$12.99 $11.70

Three stories in one! Join Rachel and Kirsty for a magical adventure with another fairy friend in this bestselling and much-loved
series for girls aged 5 and up! Evelyn the Mermicorn Fairy has a very special magical pet. But when Jack Frost steals him away
from her, the magic of the mermicorn is in danger! Can Kirsty and Rachel help get him back?

526. R
 ory Branagan #3: Rory Branagan: Big Cash Robbery
(Andrew Clover and Ralph Lazar) $14.99 $13.50ea

Hello. I am Rory Branagan. I am ACTUALLY a detective. This week, my school put on the BIGGEST, BEST school fete the
world has ever known. We are raising money to make St Bart’s BOOMTASTIC, with adventure playgrounds and even a
DRAGON. But now the cash has GONE, and my Accomplice Cassidy ‘the Cat’ Callaghan has been BLAMED for stealing it.
I’m thinking… I must use my detectiving to find the real thief and RESCUE the Cat!

527. Rory Branagan (Detective) #1

528. Rory Branagan: Dog Squad #2

529. Secret Diary of Adrian Mole Aged 13¾, The (Sue Townsend) 

$16.99 $15.30

530. Story of Doctor Dolittle, The (Hugh Lofting) 

$14.99 $13.50

At thirteen years old, Adrian Mole has more than his fair share of problems - spots, ill-health, parents threatening to divorce,
rejection of his poetry and much more - all recorded with brilliant humour in his diary. Ages 13+
Once upon a time, many years ago - when our grandfathers were little children - there was a doctor, and his name was Dolittle
- John Dolittle M.D. Doctor Dolittle likes animals. In fact, he likes them so much he fills his house with every kind of creature
imaginable and even learns to talk their language. And when the Doctor hears of a terrible sickness among the monkeys in
Africa, soon he and his animal friends are setting off on the most unforgettable adventure . . .

531. Thea Stilton Mouseford Academy #11: Lights, Camera, Action (Thea Stilton) $12.99 $11.70
Mouseford Academy is the location of a movie shoot for Two Mice in the Moonlight, the latest blockbuster starring the
famous Dylan Delarattand Kiki Cattail. The Thea Sisters are excited to learn about the movie business and the film’s stars.
What’s Kiki Cattail really like in the fur? And is Dylan Delarattas snobby as he seems on screen? For all titles in this series type
THEA STILTON MOUSEFORD ACADEMY in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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532. T
 hea Stilton Special Edition #7: Secret of the Crystal Fairies, The
(Geronimo Stilton)

$19.99 $18.00ea

The Thea Sisters are just about to head off on their separate family vacations when they receive a call from Will Mystery. Once
again, there is trouble in one of the imaginary kingdoms! A crack has been discovered in one of the maps in the Hall of Roses.
The girls head to the Crystal Kingdom to help uncover the mystery. There, they find that a dragon has been wreaking havoc all
over the land. He has been turning all of their precious gems into stone and leaving a path of destruction wherever he goes.
The sisters figure out why and help break the spell.

533. Journey to Atlantis, The
534. Secret of the Fairies, The
535. Secret of the Snow, The

536. Cloud Castle, The
537. Treasure of the Sea, The
538. Land of Flowers, The

539. T
 he Questioneers: Rosie Revere and the Raucous Riveters
(Andrea Beaty and David Roberts) 

$16.99 $15.30

Rosie Revere is no stranger to flops and fails, kerfuffles and catastrophes. After all, she’s an engineer, and engineering is all
about perseverance! When Rosie’s beloved Aunt Rose and her pals the Raucous Riveters—a gaggle of fun-loving gals who
built airplanes during World War II—need her help, it’s up to Rosie to save the day. Will Rosie be able to invent a contraption
to help one of the Riveters paint in the annual mural competition? Thanks to some help from her classmates Iggy Peck and
Ada Twist, Rosie creates the Paintapolooza! and rediscovers the meaning of Home.

540. Timmy Failure #7: Timmy Failure: It’s the End When I Say It’s the End (Stephan Pastis) $17.99 $16.20

It’s nearly Christmas, but there’s no rest for the world’s greatest detective. Timmy’s class are making a film, and Timmy is in
charge of writing it. There’s only one subject matter worthy of such a film – the story of how Timmy overcame his many foes
to rise to the top. But the script’s gone missing, Timmy and the director are having “artistic differences”, and Timmy’s polar
bear Total is longing to be reunited with his furry family. Timmy should have known it would end like this. Hardback

541.
542.
543.
544.
545.
546.

Timmy
Timmy
Timmy
Timmy
Timmy
Timmy

Failure:
Failure:
Failure:
Failure:
Failure:
Failure:

Mistakes Were Made #1 
Now Look What You’ve Done #2 
We Meet Again #3 
Sanitized for Your Protection #4 
Book You’re Not Supposed to Have #5 
The Cat Stole My Pants #6 

$12.99
$12.99
$12.99
$12.99
$12.99
$12.99

547. Tom Gates #15: Tom Gates: What Monster? (Liz Pichon) 

$11.70
$11.70
$11.70
$11.70
$11.70
$11.70

$16.99 $15.30ea

What’s that? A MONSTER? How has this scary beast escaped into Tom’s sort-of-normal world? Is it one of his doodles? Is it
Delia on the rampage? Is it Mr Fullerman at full moon? For now it’s a secret – but all will (eventually) be revealed in this book.
So, what do we actually know for sure? There will be laughs. There will be doodles. There will be all the bonkers excitement
and brilliance that have launched Tom’s books to global fame. But if you want to know what the monster actually is, you’ll
have to get hold of a copy.

548. Brilliant World of Tom Gates #1
549. Excellent Excuses and Other Good Stuff #2
550. Everything’s Amazing (Sort Of) #3
551. Tom Gates: Genius Ideas (Mostly) #4
552. Tom Gates Is Absolutely Fantastic #5
553. Tom Gates: Extra Special Treats (Not) #6
554. Tom Gates: A Tiny Bit Lucky #7
562. Tom Gates: Best Book Day Ever! (So Far)

555.
556.
557.
558.
559.
560.
561.


Tom Gates: Yes No (Maybe) #8
Tom Gates: Top of the Class (Nearly) #9
Tom Gates: Super Good Skills (Almost) #10
Tom Gates: Dogzombies Rule (For Now) #11
Tom Gates: Family, Friends and Furry Creatures #12
Tom Gates: Epic Adventure (Kind Of) #13
Tom Gates: Biscuits, Bands and Very Big Plans #14
$7.99 $7.20

563-564. Trapped in a Videogame Series (Dustin Brady) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

Jesse Rigsby hates video games - and for good reason. You see, a video game character is trying to kill him. After getting
sucked into the new game Full Blast with his friend Eric, Jesse starts to see the appeal of vaporizing man-size praying mantis
while cruising around by jet pack. But pretty soon, a mysterious figure begins following Eric and Jesse, and they discover they
can’t leave the game. If they don’t figure out what’s going on fast, they’ll be trapped for good!

563. Trapped in a Video Game Book 1

564. Trapped in a Video Game Book 2

565. Trouble #3: Trouble on the Farm (Chris Higgins and Emily MacKenzie) $12.99 $11.70

Bella is going to visit a farm! Tom and Kizzy have invited her to spend the day at their place. She’ll get to meet the cows, play
with Fetch the dog, see the big red tractor and pick raspberries with her new friends. But at the last minute, someone else
comes to the farm too, Magda! Before she knows it, Bella ‘s visit turns into a tractor-crash involving runaway farm animals,
too many pasties, an unexpected wedding and lots and lots of cow poo!

566. Trouble Next Door #1

$12.99 $11.70

567. Trouble at School #2

568. Unbelievably Boring Bart (James Patterson) 

$8.99 $8.10
$16.99 $15.30

Invisible creatures attacking the school, and 12-year-old Bartholomew Bean is the only one who can stop them! Okay, so
maybe Bart is only a hero in the video game app he created. But if he reveals his identity as the genius behind the game, he’ll
become the most popular kid in school! Or he could secretly use the game to get back at his bullies... Press Button A- Reveal,
Press Button B- Revenge. Which would you choose?

569-573. Unicorn Academy (Julie Sykes and Lucy Truman) 

$12.99 $11.70ea

Imagine a school where you meet your own unicorn and have amazing adventures together! That’s what happens for the girls
at Unicorn Academy on beautiful Unicorn Island.

569. Sophia and Rainbow #1
570. Scarlett and Blaze #2

571. Isabel and Cloud #3
572. Ava and Star #4

573. Layla and Dancer #5 NEW

574. V
 lad The World’s Worst Vampire #3: Midnight Fright
(Anna Wilson and Kathryn Durst) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

Vlad is not looking forward to his vampire cousin, Lupus, coming to stay. Lupus can fly brilliantly, turn into a bat in the blink of
an eye, and he has an annoying raven called Claw. He’s supposed to be teaching Vlad how to be a proper vampire, but all
Vlad can think about is how to stop him from following him to human school! Soon, Lupus has all the humans charmed too,
and Vlad is in despair. But the school play auditions show who really has talent, and who is the one with true friends. Vlad is
in for a surprise…

575. Vlad the World’s Worst Vampire #1

576. Fang-Tastic Friends #2

577. War is Over (David Almond and David Litchfield) 

$24.99 $22.50

It’s 1918, and war is everywhere. John’s dad is fighting in the trenches far away in France. His mum works
in the munitions factory just along the road. His teacher says that John is fighting, too, that he is at war with
enemy children in Germany. One day, in the wild woods outside town, John has an impossible moment: a
meeting with a German boy named Jan. John catches a glimpse of a better world, in which children like Jan
and himself can come together, and scatter the seeds of peace. Gorgeously illustrated by David Litchfield,
this is a book to treasure. Hardback
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578. Wild Robot Escapes (Peter Brown)

$14.99 $11.99ea

Roz is no ordinary robot. After being washed up on the shore of a remote and wild island, she learned to adapt and make it
her home, befriend its animal inhabitants and even adopt a small orphaned gosling, Brightbill. But a new life is now beginning
for Roz - she has been taken away, back to civilisation. She must pretend that she is a robot like any other - there to follow
orders and to carry out tasks on the farm where she now works. She knows she must never let anyone find out who she really
is. And more than anything, she must find a way to escape, back to the island and her beloved Brightbill - a journey that will
be fraught with danger and drama, and some very unexpected surprises.

579. Wild Robot, The
580. Wizards of Once #2: Twice Magic (Cressida Cowell) 

$19.99 $18.00

This was once the story of a young boy Wizard and a young girl Warrior who had been taught since birth to hate each other
like poison. But now, the boy Wizard and girl Warrior have been brought together in the Badwoods and they have witnessed
the shocking consequences of the Stone That Takes Away Magic. They will need to cast aside their differences once more
- for an Evil Spell has broken free. It’s up to Xar and Wish to find the ingredients. But it means entering the Druids Castle
unannounced ...

581. Wizards of Once, The #1

$14.99 $13.50

582. Zoe’s Rescue Zoo #16: Super Sloth, The (Amelia Cobb and Sophy Williams) 

$9.99 $9.00ea

Zoe loves living at her uncle’s rescue zoo because there’s always something exciting going on, and this time, it’s the arrival of
a super cuddly sloth! The latest in a long-line of adorable titles for younger readers - loved as much as the family pet!

583.
584.
585.
586.
587.

Puzzled Penguin, The #1
Lonely Lion Cub, The #2
Playful Panda, The #3
Silky Seal Pup #4
Eager Elephant, The #5

588.
589.
590.
591.
592.

Lucky Snow Leopard, The #6
Pesky Polar Bear, The #7
Cuddly Koala, The #8
Wild Wolf Pup, The #9
Happy Hippo, The #10

593.
594.
595.
596.
597.

Sleepy Snowy Owl, The #11
Scruffy Sea Otter, The #12
Picky Puffin, The #13
Giggly Giraffe, The #14
Curious Kangaroo #15
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598. 100 Things to Know About Numbers, Computers And Coding (Usborne) 

$19.99 $18.00

599. 1001 Really Ridiculously Silly Jokes (Clive Gifford) 

$12.99 $11.70

600. A
 mazing Australian Women: Twelve Women Who Shaped History
(Pamela Freeman and Sophie Beer) 

$26.99 $24.30

When was the webcam invented and why? Do imaginary numbers exist? What is fuzzy logic? Find the answers to these
questions about the amazing world of numbers, computers and coding, along with loads of other curious, amazing and mindboggling facts, in this eye-catching book that is absolutely bursting with information.
Know any good jokes? Here are 1001 awesome ones for the whole family to enjoy! With jokes galore, puns, one-liners, visual
gags, play on words and hilarious illustrations. Divided into sections such as ‘Hilarious Holidays’, ‘Teacher Titters’ and ‘Football
Funnies’, this book will never get old and will have your friends and whole family laughing.

A bright and colourful look at twelve incredible Australian women who helped shape our country, from politics and the arts
to Indigenous culture, science and more. Some of them are world famous, like Annette Kellerman and Nellie Melba. Some
of them are famous in Australia, like Mary Reibey and Edith Cowan. These women are the warriors who paved the way for
the artists, business owners, scientists, singers, politicians, actors, sports champions, adventurers, activists and innovators
of Australia today.

601-602. Animal Classifications (Madeline Tyler) 

$27.99 $25.20ea

The animal kingdom includes over 8 million known living species. They come in many different shapes and sizes, they each do
weird and wonderful things and they live all over planet Earth. Explore the groups of the animal kingdom in depth via full-colour
imagery, engaging facts and informative diagrams.

601. Marsupials

602. Molluscs

603. Art And How It Works: An Introduction To Art (Dorling Kindersley) 

$24.99 $22.50

604. As We Grow (Libby Walden and Richard Jones) 

$19.99 $18.00

605. Atlas of Adventures: Wonders of the World (Lucy Letherland) 

$35.00 $31.50

606. Australian Birds (Matt Chun) 

$29.99 $27.00

This enticing introduction to art appreciation for children looks at art history, themes in art, and art techniques - from cave
paintings to modern art. By tapping into STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, Maths), Art . . . And How it Works
helps with the understanding of colour and the materials artists use. The mathematical side of art will be highlighted and kids
will learn about patterns and shapes in art.
No one knows what lies ahead or who they’ll grow to be, It’s all a part of growing up - the journey to be me... In this stunning
picture book, Richard Jones’ enchanting illustrations sensitively depict each stage of life and the journey of transformation
that we undergo as we grow up.
From the team behind the best-selling Atlas of Adventures comes this awe-inspiring journey of discovery. Travel around the
world to scale the Eiffel Tower, trek the Great Wall of China, and raft through the Yosemite Valley. Showcasing the globes most
impressive landscapes, iconic buildings and evocative antiquities from both the modern and ancient worlds, this is the most
wonderful Atlas adventure yet.
It took millions of years of isolation and a diverse range of habitats for Australian birds to evolve the way they did. The result
is many of the world’s most striking and beautiful birds, including some that are stranger than fiction. In Australian Birds,
acclaimed artist Matt Chun showcases 16 remarkable species that have captured the imagination of the world. From the
iconic cockatoo, to the endangered Cassowary, Australian Birds has been carefully curated to inform and entrance readers
of all ages.

607-610. Australia’s Endangered Animals and their Habitats (Jane Hinchey) 

$29.99 $27.00ea

Australia has the worst mammal extinction rate in the world. Many of our native bird, reptile, fish and amphibian species are
endangered. This exciting new series takes a look at some of Australia’s most threatened animal species and their unique
habitats. Every book is a valuable resource designed to support Australian students and teachers, and meet Australian
National Curriculum requirements.

607. Focus on Coasts and Oceans, A
608. Focus on Desert and Grasslands, A
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611-616. Bear Grylls Epic Adventures (Bear Grylls) 

$19.99 $18.00ea

Ever wanted to be an adventurer like Bear Grylls? Get ready to take off and embark on some of the most epic adventures
in history.

611. Bear Grylls Epic Climbs
612. Bear Grylls Epic Expeditions
613. Bear Grylls Epic Flights NEW

614. Bear Grylls Epic Voyages NEW
615. Bear Grylls Extreme Planet
616. Bear Grylls Survival Camp

617. Bee Book, The (Dorling Kindersley) 

$24.99 $22.50

618. B
 ook Of Comparisons: Sizing Up The World Around You
(Clive Gifford and Paul Boston) 

$27.99 $22.39

Buzzing with amazing facts, The Bee Book is a charming celebration of bees. It takes you on an amazing journey through the
world of bees and tells you everything you need to know about these fascinating creatures. Bees are incredibly industrious,
brilliant at building, super social and - more importantly - responsible for a third of every mouthful we eat! Learn to appreciate
our fuzzy friends, discovering why their survival matters so much.

Did you know that a cheetah and a Porsche can both accelerate from 0 to 70 mph/112 kph in just three seconds? That the
moon is only slightly narrower than the width of Australia? That the tallest tree in the world, the giant sequoia, is the same
height as a 26-story building? Or that the length of a blue whale is the same as 19 humans swimming one behind the other?
This exciting book for curious kids measures and compares a huge variety of different subjects.

619-624. Computers and Coding (Various) 

$28.99 $26.10ea

Could you program a toaster? Make a phone call on a watch? Stop a thief from stealing your identity? With computers, we
can do all this and more. Learn about our digital lives, from staying safe online to understanding a computer’s languages, and
discover how computers store and use our information in Computers and Coding. This series uses engaging imagery and
simple information to equip young readers with the digital skills they need to live and learn in a virtual world.

619. How Computers Work
620. Staying Safe Online
621. Using Digital Technology NEW

622. What is a Database? NEW
623. What is Coding? NEW
624. Why Are There Different Computer Languages?

625. C
 rafty Science: More Than 20 Sensational Steam Projects to Create at Home
(Jane Bull) 

$19.99 $18.00

626. Curiositree: Human World (AJ Wood and Andres Lozano) 

$35.00 $31.50

627. Dinosaur: A Photicular Book (Dan Kainen and Kathy Wollard) 

$34.99 $27.99

This hands-on crafty science book introduces inquisitive children to the wonders of science through craft projects with
everyday objects. Crafty Science contains over 20 fun-filled projects, each accompanied by a ‘What’s the science?’ section
explaining how it works. Children can learn how to make a toy raft and discover what makes their boat float, design and
colour a paper butterfly and watch it balance on the tip of a pencil, or create an ice sculpture and learn about the changing
states of solids and liquids.
A new series of visually compelling information charts. In the second title, Human World, discover the myriad of reasons why
humans have become the most successful species on the planet. Travel from our earliest beginnings to the modern day, and
discover how our evolution is interconnected by following the arrows that link to charts on related topics throughout the book.
Including the development of farming, the origins of writing, religion, trade, weapons and armour, the first cities and the growth
of technology in the modern age.
We see their bones in museums. We pore over their imagined likenesses in books. We love movies that bring them to the big
screen. Now, see dinosaurs come to life as if you were travelling on an expedition a hundred million years back in time. Using
extremely lifelike animation, flipping through these pages is as close as we’ll ever get to watching actual footage from earth’s
distant past. The informative and lively text by science writer Kathy Wollard then brings us even closer through its insights and
setting-the-scene storytelling.

628. Dinosaur Book and Other Prehistoric Life, The (Dorling Kindersley) $29.99 $27.00

With more than 1,000 images and fascinating facts, The Dinosaur Book brings young readers face-to-face with some of the
most incredible creatures ever to exist. Using a range of full-colour images, including spectacular fossilised bones and realistic
digital reconstructions, all forms of prehistoric life are covered.

629. DK Find Out!: Universe (Dorling Kindersley) 

$14.99 $13.50

From the birth of stars to the mysteries of black holes, the Universe has been constantly studied to understand how it works.
Learn about the Sun, our solar system, icy planets and explosive stars, far-off galaxies that powerful telescopes looking deep
into space have captured, observatories and astronomy, and whole new worlds discovered by space-exploring probes in this
beautifully illustrated children’s book that is crammed with amazing facts.

630. Endangered Animals: A World Of Threatened Species (Martin Jenkins and Tom Frost) $29.99 $27.00

From the mighty Asian elephant to the tiny rosalia longicorn beetle, creatures all over the world are under threat like never
before in human history. In this timely book, conservation biologist and award-winning author Martin Jenkins introduces just
a few of the species under threat, exploring why they are in danger and how we can help them. With striking graphic stamps
from printmaker Tom Frost, this is a beautiful and illuminating journey through the world of endangered animals.

631. Genius Lego Creations With Bricks You Already Have (Sarah Dess) 

$29.99 $27.00

Sarah Dees’ first two LEGO books have launched into bestseller status, with over 80k copies sold combined. Her latest
book hits on the popular subject that draws many children into LEGO in the first place - tinkering, engineering, building,
experimenting, solving problems and inventing. This book shares fun and exciting new science-powered creations, following
the storyline of two fictional LEGO minifigure kids who are inventors. As the minifigures explore LEGO world and go on
adventures, children learn to build the scenes and amazing inventions step by step.

632. G
 et Coding 2: Build Five Computer Games Using HTML and Javascript
(David Witney and Duncan Beedie) 

$16.99 $15.30ea

Learn to code five fun computer games in this essential beginner’s guide for kids using the popular programming languages
HTML and JavaScript. From Mario to Minecraft, discover the basic concepts behind computer games such as loops, ticks,
scores, graphics and AI. Then follow the easy step-by-step Game Builds, and learn how to code five ground-breaking games,
including Noughts and Crosses, Snake and Table Tennis. Short and simple explanations are given alongside examples of code
and there is a supporting website if you get stuck.

633. Get Coding: Learn HTML, CSS and Java Script
634. G
 ood Guys: 50 Heroes Who Changed The World With Kindness
(Rob Kemp and Paul Blow) 

$26.99 $24.30

A gloriously illustrated celebration of heroes who have changed the world with kindness and compassion, from David
Attenborough to Nelson Mandela, Oskar Schindler to Usain Bolt. The Good Guys introduces us to 50 heroes who have
showed that changing the world doesn’t require a sword or a corporate jet. Readers will find stories of extraordinary men as
well as unsung heroes such as James Harrison, who has spent fifty years donating his rare blood to save millions of babies.
There’s even a section celebrating ten boys who didn’t let their young age stop them from helping others.
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635. Happy: A Children’s Book of Mindfulness (Nicola Edwards and Katie Hickey) $19.99 $15.99

The perfect soothing read for quiet time, Happy gently encourages young readers to explore their emotions and the beautiful
world around them, with stunning illustrations and thought-provoking rhymes on every page. This poetic journey to a place of
happiness and calm will inspire and empower your child to enjoy the practice of mindfulness.

636-637. Healthy Minds (Holly Duhig) 

$28.99 $26.10ea

This informative and supportive series explores in detail some common mental health issues affecting the lives of children
today. Working to tackle and destigmatise mental health issues, these creative and factual titles explore conditions such as
ADHD, OCD, anxiety and depression. Readers can learn about causes, symptoms and practical coping strategies including
mindfulness, talking therapies and when to seek professional help. We look at how to look after your own mental health and
support others around you.

636. Book About Depression, A

637. Book About OCD, A

638. Hello, Australia! (Megan McKean) 

$24.99 $22.50

639. Hello World : Animals (Nicola Edwards and L’atelier Cartographik) $

$29.99 $27.00

640. I Am Human: A Book of Empathy (Susan Verde and Peter H Reynolds)

$19.99 $18.00

Join a bunch of cheeky galahs in the latest look-and-find adventure in the Hello! series. This time we’re taking a trip around
Australia to discover more about the animals, birds and plants that live here. Along the way, you’ll meet some very friendly
quokkas, take a ferry to Kangaroo Island, marvel at the Big Things and learn about some places that are sacred to the
traditional owners of the land.
Discover some of the most incredible creatures on Earth in this interactive atlas of world wildlife. Featuring over 180 animals
from a variety of habitats, lift the flaps to explore the Amazon Rainforest, Madagascar, the Great Barrier Reef and many other
wonders of the natural world.
A hopeful meditation on all the great (and challenging) parts of being human, I Am Human shows that it’s okay to make
mistakes while also emphasizing the power of good choices by offering a kind word or smile or by saying “I’m sorry.” At
its heart, this picture book is a celebration of empathy and compassion that lifts up the flawed fullness of humanity and
encourages children to see themselves as part of one big imperfect family—millions strong.

641. It’s My Body: A Book About Body Privacy (Victoria Brooker and Mirella Mariani) $24.99 $22.50

This brightly coloured, illustrated title explains to children about body privacy and why private parts should be kept private.
Children will learn that their body belongs to them and they can say ‘no’ if they don’t want anyone to touch their body. They’ll
discover what is inappropriate, and be encouraged to speak up if they are uncomfortable with how other people treat them. It
also covers the topic of secrets and when you shouldn’t keep a secret. The book looks at respecting each other’s boundaries
and becoming aware that some children, particularly those with autism or anxiety, may find hugging or any kind of touch,
unbearable.

642. Jokiest Joking Bathroom Joke Book Ever Written (May Roche and Amanda Brack) $14.99 $13.50

The newest installment in our Jokiest Joking Joke Book series, this time with gross-out jokes designed to appeal to all the
kids who giggle when they hear the word “gas”(i.e., every kid). With all-new jokes, hand-drawn original illustrations, and the
series’ signature fun design, this book will appeal to the same kids who read Captain Underpants.

643. Kahlo’s Koalas: Great Artists Counting Book (Marcus Chown) 

$14.99 $13.50

From Matisse’s monkeys and Pollock’s poodles to Lichenstein’s llamas and Kandinsky’s kangaroos, this beautiful 1-10
counting book provides an imaginative learning experience that will appeal to arty adults and children alike.

644-646. Life Cycles (various) 

$27.99 $25.20ea

Learn about the amazing Life Cycles of the animals and plants that live in our world. With easy-to-read text and informative
diagrams, this series is a perfect introduction for young readers.

644. Penguin

645. Seahorse

646. Turtle

647. Limelight (Solli Raphael) 

$16.99 $15.30

648. Linda Jackson’s Rainbow Menagerie (Linda Jackson) 

$24.99 $19.99

649. Minecraft Guides: Minecraft Guide to Farming (Compilation) 

$16.99 $15.30

650. My Little Gifts: A Book of Sharing (Jo Witek and Christine Roussey) 

$24.99 $22.50

Limelight is a unique collection of slam poetry paired with inspirational writing techniques. With over 30 original poems in
different forms, the book features the viral video sensation ‘Australian Air’, which has been viewed 3.5 million times via
Facebook. Solli’s work tackles current social concerns for his generation, such as sustainability and social equality, all the while
amplifying his uplifting message of hope. The book includes several introductory chapters looking at traditional poetry forms
and slam poetry, as well as tips on developing writing ideas and performing.
This book is a vibrant introduction to native Australian animals and a celebration of the rainbow inspired by Linda Jackson’s
vibrant colours and bold patterns.

In Survival mode you’re constantly in need of food and other useful items. You can find all these things on your travels, but a
true survivor knows the importance of setting up their own farming systems. The official Minecraft Guide to Farming will teach
you about every aspect of farming, from basic crop farming and animal breeding to setting up mob grinder farms to collect
rare drops. With the help of this guide you’ll be completely self-sufficient in no time.
There are many types of gifts. You can give a big, shiny, wrapped gift on Christmas morning, but you can also give the gifts
of your help or your time. You can bake a cake for your parents or share what you learned in school with your little sister. You
can help a friend unravel a knotty bracelet or smile at a stranger who looks sad. With a spirit of generosity, you’ll find you have
many gifts to give to the world—and that giving can be even more fulfilling than receiving. Featuring a die-cut cover and interior
flaps throughout, My Little Gifts celebrates the gift of giving.

651-654. Our Values Early Years (Various) 

$28.99 $26.10ea

This exciting series gives beginner readers their first experiences of some of the most important values in today’s world. Here
children can explore what it means to be part of a community and discover the cultural and spiritual diversity that life has to offer.

651. My Health

652. My Hygiene

653. My Identity

655-658. Our Values Middle Years (Various) 

654. My School
$28.99 $26.10ea

This exciting series gives readers their first taste of some of the most important values in today’s world. Here children can
explore what it means to be part of a society and discover the cultural and spiritual diversity that life has to offer.

655. Different Families
656. Respecting Privacy
659. Robot (Dorling Kindersley) 

657. Respecting Rules and Laws
658. Spending and Saving Money
$24.99 $22.50

This kids’ robot book showcases more than 100 robots, representing the latest and greatest innovations in AI through bright
graphics and stunning photography. Tech panels present fascinating facts about each robot’s design, production, and capability.
The final chapter covers the future of robotics, and how kids of the not-too-distant future may have their very own android friends.
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660. Saving Species (Jess French and James Gilleard) 

$28.99 $26.10

From the well-known faces of conservation, such as polar bears, tigers and orangutans, to the lesser-known threatened
Malagasy rainbow frog, pangolin, kakapo and bee, this striking book looks at 38 endangered animals from around the world
and the conservation efforts that are being undertaken to save them. Written by vet, conservationist and TV presenter, Dr
Jess French, and illustrated in a striking graphic artwork style, Saving Species is sure to inspire future conservationists and
animal lovers of all ages.

661-664. Science Action (Robin Twiddy) 

$28.99 $26.10ea

Science never sleeps, it’s always in action! Ever wondered how musical instruments make sound or how electricity is made?
Discover the answer to these questions and many others in this exciting new series.

661. Exploring Electricity

662. Figuring Out Forces

663. Looking at Light

664. Studying Sound

665. Short and Curly Guide to Life, The (Matt Beard and Simon Greiner) 

$24.99 $19.99

666. Sportopedia: Explore More Than 60 Sports (Adam Skinner and Mark Long)

$29.99 $27.00

667. Stories for Kids Who Dare to be Different (Ben Brooks) 

$35.00 $31.00

What makes something good or bad? Why are things the way they are? How come it’s so hard to work out the right thing to
do? The Short & Curly Guide to Life is an imaginative look at some of life’s biggest and trickiest questions. Figuring out what’s
right is way more fun than you think! Covering topics such as fairness, bullying, bravery, friendship and choice, The Short &
Curly Guide to Life is a must-read for every child, parent and teacher.
Sportopedia is your ultimate guide to the exhilarating world of sport. Learn amazing facts about all your favourite sports, and
discover new ones you may not have come across before, like kabaddi and boccia. Whether you’re into team sports, target
sports, track and field, or aquatic sports, this book showcases a diverse array of athletes male, female, able-bodied and
Paralympians and celebrates the unique talents of sportspeople everywhere.

Bjork, Dr Seuss, Whoopi Goldberg, Andy Warhol, Ellen MacArthur, Greta Gerwig, Andrea Bocelli, Hua Mulan...these are men
and women who all dared to be different. Boys will be boys and girls will be girls - or so the meaningless saying goes. Because
what if you’re a girl and you like cage fighting? Or you’re a boy and you love ballet? This is the book for children who want to
know about the lives of those heroes who have led the way, changing the world for the better.

668. Story of Life: A First Book About Evolution (Catherine Barr and Amy Husband)  $12.99 $11.70

This is an exciting and dramatic story about how life began and developed on Planet Earth, written especially for younger
children. The authors explain how the first living cell was created, and how the cells multiply and create jellyfish and worms,
and then fish with bendy necks, which drag themselves out of the water into swampy forests. They tell the story of the biggest
creatures that have ever walked on land - the dinosaurs. Long after that, hairy creatures who have babies, not eggs, take over,
stand on two legs and spread around the world. Everyone living today is related to these survivors.

669. T
 imelines of Everything: From Woolly Mammoths to World Wars
(Dorling Kindersley) 

$39.99 $36.00

670. Under the Southern Cross (Frane Lessac) 

$24.99 $19.99

Explore an illustrated history of the world through more than 130 timelines for kids. From dinosaurs and Vikings to the history of
cinema and espionage, discover incredible world history in this lavish collection of timelines. Jam-packed with surprising facts
and amazing details, such as the most bloodthirsty pirate of all time and the first crime to be solved by studying fingerprints,
Timelines of Everything will take you on a whirlwind journey through an illustrated history of time, from the Big Bang to the
modern world.
Night-time in Australia, animals are waking, people are exploring, discoveries are being made – under the Southern Cross.
What makes ribbons of colour swirl in the sky? What are the spooky balls of light that bounce across the outback? What
animal lays eggs that look like squishy ping-pong balls? Where can you watch a movie with bats circling overhead? Discover
the answers to these questions and more in this fact-astic picture book tour of Australia after dark.

671. Upside-Down History of Down Under, The (Alison Lloyd and Terry Debton) $24.99 $19.99

The true story of Australia starts with a piece of land that went for a swim. About 200 million years ago it floated away from
Africa. Very, very, slowly. It was home to dinosaurs and giant animals, then the first Australians showed up and got comfortable.
And for a long time this wild and wonderful land was a mystery to the rest of the world. Until the English decided to make it
the biggest jail ever…Funny, heroic and tragic - the story of our country from prehistory to federation. 304 pages.

672. Watch This! A Book About Making Shapes (Jane Godwin) 

$24.99 $22.50

673. Where’s Wally? The Spectacular Spotlight Search (Martin Handford) 

$24.99 $22.50

Can you make a circle with your arms? Or a triangle with your fingers? If we work together, we can make a rectangle, or
even a pyramid. We can make lots and lots of shapes - just watch this! A bold and playful celebration of movement, energy,
pattern, colour and shape!
Hey! Who turned out the lights? It’s Wally like you’ve never seen him before…turn the pages and search six spectacular
darkened scenes! Use the paper spotlight searcher inside as a magic torch by sliding it across the page to reveal Wally and
his friends. Each scene contains all five classic characters plus bonus hidden content. With additional games and challenges
on every page, and bundles of Wally’s signature charm, Where’s Wally? The Spectacular Spotlight Search is a must-have for
new and experienced Wally-Watchers everywhere! All light-up magic is designed from paper, and extra spotlight searchers
are available to print from online, no batteries necessary. For all titles in this series type WHERE’S WALLY into the search
facility at www.pegiwlliams.com.au

674-676. World Adventures (Various)

$28.99 $26.10ea

Travel through the countries of the world and learn about weather, landscapes and everyday life. This exciting series
explores aspects of human and physical geography via accessible text and engaging images. For all titles in this series type
WORLD ADVENTURES into the search facility at www.pegiwlliams.com.au

674. Denmark

675. Finland

676. Switzerland

677. World of Discovery, A (Richard Platt and James Brown) 

$29.99 $27.00

678. Y
 oung Heroes: Inspirational Children From Around the World
(Lucy Beevor and Frederica Frenna) 

$26.99 $24.30

In the stylish miscellany, print-maker James Brown travels through the past and present, showing the amazing breakthroughs
in science and technology that have changed our lives for ever. Discover fascinating facts and figures about space travel, the
human body, time, the computer and much more with Brown’s bold, bright colours and beautiful contemporary designs. Each
illustration is presented alongside an engaging fact-filled explanation by celebrated author Richard Platt.

Discover 101 extraordinary children from across the world. Featuring an inspirational selection of dedicated young people,
this collection includes entertainers such as Taylor Swift and Daniel Radcliffe, sporting heroes like Pelé and Michelle Kwarn,
and business entrepreneurs Tavi Gevinson and Jordan Casey. From the arts to STEM, politics to the environment, the one
thing these impressive children have in common is their passion. It also includes suggestions and tips so that you, too, can
be even more amazing!
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679. ABC Book of Christmas, The (Mark Macleod) 

$14.99 $13.50

680. Aussie ABC Christmas (Nancy Bevington) 

$24.99 $22.50

681. Babar And Father Christmas (Jean De Brunoff) 

$19.99 $18.00

682. Bah! Humbug! (Michael Rosen and Tony Ross) 

$19.99 $18.00

683. Christmas Adventure in the Hundred Acre Wood (AA Milne) 

$16.99 $15.30

684. Christmas Carol, A (Tony Mitton and Mike Redman) 

$24.99 $22.50

685. Dear Santa (Elise Hartley and Shannon Horsfall) 

$17.99 $16.20

686. Dino-Christmas (Lisa Wheeler and Barry Gott) 

$24.99 $22.50

687. Emily Brown and Father Christmas (Cressida Cowell and Neal Layton)

$24.99 $22.50

688. Excuse Me, Santa! (Dave Hughes and Philip Bunting) 

$17.99 $16.20

689. First Noel A Christmas Pop-Up, The (Jan Pienkowski) 

$14.99 $13.50

690. Grandpa Christmas (Michael Morpurgo and Jim Field)

$24.99 $22.50

A beautiful celebration of the Christmas story, uniquely illustrated by Australia’s most-loved illustrators. And there in the stable
this special baby was born, just as the angel Gabriel had said. In this beautiful picture book, Australia’s most-loved children’s
illustrators have chosen their favourite Nativity scene to illustrate. Featuring the work of Gaye Chapman, Bettina Guthridge,
Wayne Harris, Sally Heinrich, Ann James, Stephen Michael King, Caroline Magerl, Beth Norling, Cheryl Orsini, Sally Rippin,
Gregory Rogers, Judith Rossell and Anna Walker.
Going to the beach, eating ice cream and having a barbeque are just some of the things that make an Aussie Christmas great.
Explore the Australian way of celebrating Christmas whilst navigating each letter of the alphabet. With kangaroos, koalas, the
Opera House and the Harbour Bridge, learning the alphabet has never been so much fun!

Babar’s children have caught wind of a fellow in Man’s country named Father Christmas who brings joy and toys to little
children. “If only we could bring him here,” they wish. So they write the Christmas saint a letter inviting him to visit them.
When they get no reply, Babar, ever the good father, rushes out to find the red-suited one. After much searching, and with
the help of a dog named Duck, Babar reaches Father Christmas’s workshop in the snow. Can Babar find a way to bring him
to Elephants’ country?
A seasonal classic brought up to date by two giants of kids fiction. Can a school play of A Christmas Carol help Harry’s dad to
find the spirit of Christmas? Harry Gruber is feeling pretty nervous and not just because he’s Scrooge in his schools Christmas
play. What’s really got him worried is that his very busy father is coming to watch the performance. Harry’s pretty sure Dad
won’t even stay till the curtain goes up. He’ll have to shoot off to take care of business like always. Will the plays message of
Christmas cheer reach his father’s distracted heart?
It is Christmas Eve in the Hundred Acre Wood, and Pooh and all of his friends are gathering together for a party.
There is plenty to do to prepare, including decorating the Christmas tree and baking biscuits, but there is still time for building
snowmen and drinking hot chocolate in front of the fire.
A captivating picture book retelling of Charles Dickens’ classic tale about the true meaning of Christmas. Mean old Ebenezer
Scrooge hates everything. Even Christmas! Until, one frosty Christmas Eve, Scrooge receives a visit from three ghostly spirits,
who whisk him away on a magical journey through past, present and future... melting Scrooge’s frozen heart, as he discovers
the transformative power of kindness.
A naughty puppy, a stinky skunk, a nervous turkey and lots of other funny animals have written to Santa... and you won’t
believe what they’re asking for this Christmas! Can Santa find the perfect present for everyone? Open the letters inside and
find out!
Have yourself a merry Dino-Christmas! Dinos big and small deck the halls and enjoy snowball fights, hot cocoa, a parade, and
more. Share in the dinosaurs’ delight as they eagerly await the arrival of everyone’s favorite . . . Santa Claws!
Emily Brown and her side-kick rabbit, Stanley, are back! And who’s that outside the window ... it’s Father Christmas! With an
important message about cherishing traditions that children will understand, this is storytelling at its best, from an exciting
creative team in children’s books.

Martha May has marvellous manners, especially at Christmas. She writes very neat cards and gives very thoughtful gifts... and
she NEVER forgets to leave yummy snacks for Santa Claus and his reindeer! But what will happen when Martha May gives
Santa a giant pudding?! Find out in the explosive Christmas tale…

An enchanting Christmas story with exquisite cut-paper silhouettes of the Nativity. Each delicate scene is beautifully decorated
with red, white and gold, and brings the Christmas story of the Angel Gabriel, Baby Jesus, the Shepherds and the Three
Wise Men to life.
Every Christmas Mia and her family read a letter which her Grandpa wrote to her. His letter is a warm, impassioned and
heartfelt wish for a better world for Mia to live in. He remembers fondly the times they spent in his garden finding frogs and
worms and planting seeds. But Grandpa worries that all the things they love so much are in danger. His letter is a hopeful plea
to Mia (and to all of us) to continue to care for and protect our precious world.

691. Grug and His First Christmas (Ted Prior) 

$9.99 $9.00

Jingle all the way to Christmas with the very first Grug hardback - the perfect gift for younger readers Grug’s first Christmas
means lots of lovely surprises for Grug’s bush friends. Everyone is learning that giving and receiving on this special day is what
Christmas is all about ... ... and waking up on Christmas morning is the most wondrous moment of all!

692. H
 o! Ho! Ho! There’s a Hippopotamus on our Roof Eating Christmas Cake
(Hazel Edwards and Deborah Niland) 

$19.99 $15.99

693. H
 orrid Henry Early Reader: Horrid Henry’s Christmas
(Francesca Simon and Tony Ross) 

$12.99 $11.70

694. Is It Really Nearly Christmas? (Joyce Dunbar and Victoria Turnbull) 

$24.99 $22.50

‘There’s a hippopotamus on our roof getting ready for Christmas. And he’s excited just like me!’ Share all the joy and
fun of preparing for a family Christmas with your favourite characters from the best-selling picture book series, There’s a
Hippopotamus on Our Roof Eating Cake.

Henry’s doing some secret Christmas present-swapping in this hilarious festive Horrid Henry story for Early Readers. Henry is
sick of his slimy cousin Stuck-Up Steve getting the best presents every Christmas, but maybe this year he can do something
about it. For all titles in this series type HORRID HENRY into the search facility at www.pegiwlliams.com.au
‘This isn’t any old night, this is a magic night!’ There’s only one more sleep till Christmas and Lucas and Willow, the moon and
the stars are all waiting ... While they wait, the children remember everything they love about Christmas, but they don’t notice
that the magic has already begun ... This is a stunning picture book from a gifted storyteller and award-winning illustrator that
perfectly captures the joy and anticipation of Christmas Eve.
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695. Little Robin Red Vest 20th Anniversary Edition (Jan Fearnley) 

$24.99 $22.50

696. Macca’s Christmas Crackers (Matt Cosgrove) 

$17.99 $14.39

697. Pete the Cat’s 12 Groovy Days Of Christmas (James Dean) 

$24.99 $22.50

Twenty years on from its original publication, the story of the generous little robin who gave away his prized sweaters in the
days before Christmas has been re-illustrated and jacketed. Santa has a special message and gift for the little robin who put
others before himself.
Christmas is here! Christmas is Macca’s favourite time of year. He loves thinking up amazing presents for his friends. But when
he looks in his piggy bank, he finds he has no money! Macca and his best friend Al have to come up with a plan to make the
best Christmas surprise for all their friends, and in doing so, discover the true spirit of giving.
Pete and his friends are rockin’ and groovin’ while counting down the days to Christmas! Who needs five golden rings, when
you can have five onion rings. Join Pete and the gang for one-of-a-kind holiday cheer. He adds a cool-cat spin on a wellknown Christmas carol, bringing a hip and energetic spirit to the season.This is a perfect Christmas gift for Pete the Cat fans
who are eagerly awaiting Santa’s arrival.

698. Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer Book And CD(Johnny Marks and Louis Shea) $19.99 $18.00

Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer feels different with his bright, shiny nose. But when Santa can’t fly his sleigh through the
fog, can Rudolph and his shiny nose save Christmas? Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer was composed by Johnny Marks in
1949 and became an instant hit. The song has been an enduring Christmas favourite ever since.

699. Sammy Claws the Christmas Cat (Lucy Rowland and Paula Bowles) 

$24.99 $22.50

700. Santa Bruce (Ryan T Higgins) 

$29.99 $27.00

701. Santa Claus vs the Easter Bunny (Fred Blunt) 

$19.99 $18.00

702. Santa’s High-Tech Christmas (Mike Dumbleton and Angela Perrini) 

$24.99 $22.50

703. Silent Night (Lara Hawthorn) 

$22.99 $18.39

704. We’re Going on and Elf Chase (Martha Mumford and Laura Hughes) 

$14.99 $13.50

705. What Do You Wish For (Jane Godwin and Anna Walker) 

$14.99 $13.50

Sammy Claws, Santa’s cuddly pet cat, will sleep anywhere and as he sleeps he dreams. Sammy longs to fly with Santa on his
sleigh, but when he accidentally causes mayhem in the workshop, it looks like he has lost his chance. That is until, snoozing in
a box, Sammy finds himself wrapped up as a Christmas parcel and bundled onto the sleigh with the other presents. How will
Sammy escape?
Bruce is a lot of things. He is a bear. He is a grump. He is a pretty decent cook. And he is a mother. One thing Bruce is not?
Santa Claus. But that doesn’t stop the whole forest from lining up to give him their Christmas wishes when he becomes the
victim of mistaken identity-again. Kids will howl with laughter as award-winning author-illustrator Ryan T. Higgins delivers
another hilarious story about this bear who just can’t catch a break.
Santa has it so easy: a workforce of elves to make the presents, a team of reindeer to deliver them, even a hi-spec factory!
The Easter Bunny has to make and wrap all the chocolate eggs in his garden shed, and deliver them himself on foot.
No wonder you often find them thrown all over your garden! Now Bunny has had enough - he hatches a genius, chocolately
plan with unexpected results!
Santa has discovered high-tech gear. With his techno-pad, a soft reclining seat in his sleigh and a rocket pack, he is well
prepared to deliver presents for Christmas Day. But as things start to go wrong, Santa needs the help of a young girl so that
all the presents get delivered on time.
Silent night, holy night All is calm, all is bright. Celebrate the magic of Christmas with this beautifully illustrated book, based
on the world’s best-loved carol, ‘Silent Night.’ Rediscover the nativity story in all its glory - from quaking shepherds to heavensent angels - as the song lyrics are brought to life on every spread. A gorgeous book for all the family to share during the
festive season.
We ‘re going on an elf chase. Come and join the fun. Can we catch them all’ YES! Run, run, run! Four bunnies set off on a
jolly Christmas lift-the-flap adventure to find ten little elves hidden under the flaps. You ‘ll have to run, run, run if you’re going
to catch them all! And there are lots of obstacles along the way, from clippy-cloppy reindeer to roaring polar bears and flippyflappy penguins. Stuffed with festive frolics, this is the perfect Christmas gift.
All the children in the street are writing down a special Christmas wish. But what is Ruby’s wish? What does she wish for
at Christmas time? Ruby thinks of all the things that make Christmas special . . . From this much-loved creative partnership
comes a sparkling and beautiful story, full of the wonder of Christmas, the magic of wishing, and the timeless dreams of a child.

706. Where’s the Elf? (Chuck Whelon) 

$14.99 $13.50

With just days to go before Christmas, ten of Santa’s naughty elves have gone missing. The
workshop is in chaos, and there are still presents to make. Santa must launch a worldwide search
to find his pesky elves and save Christmas before it’s too late. Can you help find the ten elves, and
Santa Claus himself, on each of the fun, action-packed pages?
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264
279
294
309
324
339
354
369
384
399
414
429
444
459
474
489
504
519
534
549
564
579
594
609
624
639
654
669
684
699

10
25
40
55
70
85
100
115
130
145
160
175
190
205
220
235
250
265
280
295
310
325
340
355
370
385
400
415
430
445
460
475
490
505
520
535
550
565
580
595
610
625
640
655
670
685
700

11
26
41
56
71
86
101
116
131
146
161
176
191
206
221
236
251
266
281
296
311
326
341
356
371
386
401
416
431
446
461
476
491
506
521
536
551
566
581
596
611
626
641
656
671
686
701

12
27
42
57
72
87
102
117
132
147
162
177
192
207
222
237
252
267
282
297
312
327
342
357
372
387
402
417
432
447
462
477
492
507
522
537
552
567
582
597
612
627
642
657
672
687
702

13
28
43
58
73
88
103
118
133
148
163
178
193
208
223
238
253
268
283
298
313
328
343
358
373
388
403
418
433
448
463
478
493
508
523
538
553
568
583
598
613
628
643
658
673
688
703

14
29
44
59
74
89
104
119
134
149
164
179
194
209
224
239
254
269
284
299
314
329
344
359
374
389
404
419
434
449
464
479
494
509
524
539
554
569
584
599
614
629
644
659
674
689
704

24

QTY. No.

QTY.

15		
30
45		
60		
75		
90		
105
120
135
150
165
180
195
210
225
240
255		
270
285
300
315
330
345
360
375
390
405
420
435
450
465
480
495
510
525
540
555
570
585
600
615
630
645
660
675
690
705

